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Ahead. Frank now saw a boyish figure in the midst of a pack of ravenous wolves. He was armed
with a revolver with which he was firing into them, while he shrieked to frighten
them a.w.a.y. Up to him rushed the ice ship.
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rank Reade, Jr., and HisElectric Ice Ship ;
OR,

DRIVEN ADRIFT IN THE FROZEN SKY.
By " NO NAME."

CHAPTER I.

/

STEALING A BOY.

It was late on a cold November night in the city of Boson, the sky was obscured by dark, stormy clouds, a bleak
ind was histling through the almost deserted streets,
nd the lights in the lamps flickered dimly.
A plainly attired man with white hair and a black musache was walking away from the ranroad depot with a
andsome boy of seventeen, clad in the natty blue uniform
f a military academy.
"Alfred :Milburn," the boy was saying pl~ading1y, "do
ot keep me in suspense any longer. Tell me why you wrote
e to come to Boston to-night from my school. What serius news have you to tell me ?"
''You must prepare yourself for a great affliction, Walter
rey," the man replied.
"I hate to break bad news,

t--"
"Great heavens!" exclaimed young Grey, suddenly-" my
other--"
"She suddenly became insane, and I have had to place
r in a private asylum," said Alfred Milburn, in low, gene tones.
A stifled cry of woe escaped the boy, and he burst into
ars, for his mother was the only relative he had in the
rld.

He paused and glanced piteously at the lawyer, who had
been acting as administrator of the fortune his father had
left, and saw that Milburn was very pale and greatly agitated.
As soon as Walter could master his grief, he asked, tremulously:
"When did this horrible misfortune occur, sir?"
"Just a week ago, my boy. I am very sorry for you.
Brace up ! She may recover her reason. I will take you to
see her to-night."
There was a spark of hope in what the lawyer said, and
Walter eagerly grasped at it, and answered:
"I can never get over this shock; but I shall try to be
courageous, Mr. Milburn. Take me to her. Let me see
my dear mother. Perhaps I can do something for her.''
"Very well," replied the lawyer. "Come this way."
He turned into a street bordering the water front, and
casting a rapid glance around, failed to see any one except
three men, attired in the garb of sailors, crouching in an
adjoining doorway.
The lawyer drew his handkerchief from his pocket, wiped
his face with it, and while apparently returning it to his
pocket, dropped it. Instantly the three sailors darted from
the doorway.
One of them, in a captain's uniform, darted up behind the
boy, flung an arm around his neck, pulled his head back,
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and clapped a sponge saturated with chloroform to Walter
Grey's nostrils.
A cry of alarm pealed from the startled boy"s lips, but
it ,was·quickl y checked by a pressure of his assailant's arm,
and the momen t he began to inhale the fumes of th e drug
he beca me stupefied.
)Iilburn recoiled a few steps.
His dark eye 'rere flashing with excitement.
He cautiously glanced around, and then saw a young man
coming.
"Captain Ben Bolt! " he hissed.
··Well ?" gruffly asked the man who held young Grey.
"'There's some one coming."
··Blast it ! Bu t the boy's senseless !"
.. The fellow is running toward us."
·' H e's seen ther struggle, then. "
.. Y cs. What shall we do?"
" Carry ther lad aboard the Reel Eric."
" And you ?"
" We'll lay that lubber out! "
The lawyer picked the drugged boy upa nd hastened over
the muddy street with him toward a big whaling ship lying
at one of the docks.
In the meantime the three sailors surrounded the newcomer.
H e proved to be a dashing-looking young man, with a
dark mustache, a symmetri cal and athletic fi gure, and an
intell ectual face.
He had been behind the lawyer and the boy wh en they
]eft the depot, and seeing the assault and Milburn's i n~l ii'
fcrencc, he correctly con cluclcd that the boy had been led
into <~ t rap.
"Yo u scoundrels !" he panted: " what are yo u doing t o
tha t boy ?"

Boarding the vessel and going into t he_cabin they foun d
the lawyer there in the gloom with the drugged boy.
''Well ?'' eagerly asked Milburn. " Did you do1m the
stranger ?"
" Shot him! " answered Ben Bolt, with an Q(lth.
yer got ther lad aboard all ri ght. "

" I see

" Yes; you had better put hiin out of sight. "
" Stow him below in a locker, boyB," said the captain to
ltis two men.
'rhey carried the limp form of Walter Grey out of t he
caLin .
\Vhen they 'rere gone, Milbum handed Lh e capt ain a big
roll of bills.
" H ere are the $2,500 I promised you to sh anghai the
boy, " said the lawyer. "You must maroon him in the aretic regions, so he can never return. If you should bring me
e1'id ence of his death I will double the amoun t I just gaxc
you . "Will you do it, captain ?"
H e bent nearer to Boll. and hissed . this in such
sinister tones that the captain started, and muttererl
hoa rsely :
" Do yer mean fer me tf'r pllt him out of ther way?"
" Yes," was th e emphatic repl y.
" \Vh,y cryer want thi s clone?"
" l 'll make a clea n breast of the matter. I hold some
money in trust belonging to the boy and his mother. If
bo th die 1 can do as I like with their fol'tune. A1! honglt
the woman is sane, I have paid dearly to have her connncd
in an asylum. She is disposed of. Now it only renwins
to get riel of the boy. This I lea ve to ·au.;'

" I'll do it !" mntterccl the ea'ptain .
" Rcmen1 ber, the money I paid yo u is so me of thr boy's
for tune. The remainder you are to get will come from t he
same
sou rce. If you fail , you wiJl get no more of the bank
" Keep away thar !" r oared the captain; threateningly.
notes,
and may not only have to disgorge wha t you now
" Mind yer own bu. iness and clear out of t his."
have,
but
also answer in court as my accomplice!"
" Never, until that boy is released!"
"Trust
mel Alfred l\filburn."
" Go fer ther meddler, my lads !"
" I 'll go now. "
As the three seamen closed in on bm, the stranger doubled up his :fist and stru ck out straight from the shoulder.
" An' as I 've cleared my manifest in ther Custom House,
Bi:ff! Bang ! 'l'hump ! went his :fists like spile drivers, an' ihar's a tug waitin' ter haul lis out, I'll put to sea right
and every time they struck a man went clown.
away, so's no one will have a show ter git aboard an' find
" When people of your stamp fool around Frank Reade, ther lad."
Jr. , you generally get left !" muttered the gallant stranger.
"You arc bound for the P olar regions now?"
The sailors swore as they got up, and the captain drew a
"Ay, ay-ther Kara Sea. off Nova Zembla, in s'arch o'
pistol.
whales."
"Cuss yer !" he growled, as he leveled the weapon at
After som e further conversation the rascally law}'er
Frank's head. " I'll blow yer brains out fer them welts !" parted with the vill ainouR captain and went ashore.
Bang! went the pistol, and a cry escaped Frank.
The Reel Eri c put to sea immediately afterward , carrying
H e clapped his hand to the side of his hea d where the the unfortunate Walter Grey away to the frozen polar
balll1 ad grazed his scalp, and reeling back~ fell senseless to regions.
the ground.
Tn the meantime a crowd had been attra cted by the pistol
" Run, boys !" hoarsely cried the des12erate captain. "I shot:, and surrounding Frank Read e, Jr., th ey carried him
had ter do' it or he'd got ther best of us ! That shot'll fetch into a drug store, wh ere his wound "·as dressed .
ther p'lice !"
H e did not recover his scn ~es until after the ship c1eThey rushed over to the wh aling ship un seen, lea ving partccl, ancl th en fmmCI a poli ceman standing beside him, to
their victim lying bleeding and ;;cme less on the sidewalk.
whom h e explained what had happened.
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" My nam e is Frank Rea de, Jr.,'' said the woun ded youn g
m an . " I a.m an inrenlo r of su bmar in <' boab, fl yi ng lll ;lclci-nt's and ovt· rland en gin e ~, :mel r esiC!l· in Rea cl r~to\rn .
ha ve just ime nfed a fl yi ng icc bo<tt, :mel ccnn e to Boston to
get some things fo r her co n ~ truct i on . \Vhilr I was p n ~ ~in g
the r ailroad depot on m y W<l_\' to t he hotel where I am
~toppin g, l ~a w a m an a nd boy go by in th e same directi on
I wa ~:; ta kin g . Then [ obsen ecl how he was led into th e
t r ap. "
'' Wh al shi p cl icll lwr ta ke hi rrr on 9 ' ' asked the policeman.
" The R ed E ri c.' '
"Come and sh ow m e''
They left t h e drug s.to re, and r eaching t he clock, learned
f rom som e l on g~h oremen th at tlw wh alr r had just depar ted
for the Ar ctic.
It wacl a. bitte r cl isappoin t nw n t, as the~· could n ot n ow
hope to r escu e tlw bov hom hi s (;a ptors.
Seein g th at .h e could do n othing J'urth er in th e matter,
P r ank took hi s departure and p roceeded back to t he hot el.
As he cn terr' cl th e offi ce h e obsened a wom :m stan di ng
before t he cler k wcep i ng bitte r ly, and h eard her say in sobchoked tones :
" Do not refu ~e m e lodging her e, sir 1 You surely would
n ot h a re me roa m t he streets all ni gh t for 1ran t of shelter .''
·' Mada m, " r epli ed th e clerk, " as you ha ve no mon ey to
p ay for your lodging her e. l hnc no ri ght to ta ke you in. ''
"O h, t his is dr ea dful," said th e lady in tones of g reat d is.ress.
S he -.·as a very refin ed-looking per son, with gr a~r ha ir, a
good face, and wore a very h andsome dress, bu t sh e ·had on
I IO J1at .
Th e clerk shrugged hi s sh oul ders and turned away.
F r an k was moved wi th pi ty fo r the lady.
He sa1r t hat she was no p r ofess ional beggar .
Appr oachin g her an d doffing hi s h at, h e said politely :
" Excu se me for in terfering, madam, but I could not fai l
h ea rin! what you said. lf you wi.ll a1lo1r m e, I would be
Ye rv glad to pay your expen ses at thi s h otel for a 1veek.''
A en of jov escaped t he wom a n as sh e glan ced at Frank.
'"!'hank H eaven !' ' sh e mutter ed. " I am safe--safe!"

H1R BLECTRJ r

I

.~

Tr r<: S HIP .

" I admit th ai I am somewha t curi ous about it."

'' WC>ll , br ir flL I am a rich wi tlo\r with one child-a boy
of srw•ntcen, who is n ow at a milit ary boarding sch ool up
the Sl;lt e. My fo rtun e was pla ced under t hr ad ministration
of an u nscrupulous lawyer n amed Alf red Milburn. H e
calcu la ted tha t
I an cl m.Y son wer e ou t of the way, h e
could keep possessi9n of our money. '!VIy n o.me is Caroline
Grey. I lived in a handsome dwelling on a good street, anil
my lawyer boarded wi th m e.
" One \reek ago the wretch d ru gged me. When I recovcr cd m y sen ses I f ound myself confined in a private luna ti c
asyl um . Mil burn called an d coolly told me h e did it to
r ob m e. H e also stated that h e intended to send for my son
and h ave him carried away to ~ea , f rom wh en ce h e woul d
n ever r eturn. F r anti c with apprehension, I managed to cscape f rom the asylum to-nig ht . That is why I h ave n o bonn ei on. Coming h er e I tried to secure sh elter until to1
morrow, when I inte nd to st ate my case to. the poli ce' . I
\rill have Milburn arrested an d ba'ffi e hi f' design .''
" Ts h e a t all ma n wi th white hair an cl a jet. bla ck mu sta ch t: ?"

i:

'' Y es-do you kn ow him- h a vc you seen him ?H

" I sa w hi m to-nigh t. And your ~ on-i s h e a well-formed
boy with a milita ry uni fo rm of dark blu e, tr immed wit h
ligh t blue braid?"
" Y es- yes !" excitedl y cr ied the lacly. " Walter h as ver~·
fa ir skin and jet bl ack eyes. There is a small scar on hi E:
left ~h eek."
"I was not n ea l' enough t o di st inguish hi s features
well .''
"Nca r enough ? You couple hi s descrip tion \l·ith tha t of.
Milburn-i s it poss ible yo u have seen t hem t.oge!h r r ?"
"YeB- to-night. The boy was abducted.''
A lo\r cry of h orror cscnped 1\frs. Grey, h er face t urned
deathly pale, and a wild look sprang t o h er eyes as l:lhc
gasped:

" What has h appeped ? T ell me qui ck!"
Frank deta il ed hi s advent ure.
Mrs. Grey was OI'Crwhelmed wi th grief and despair.
" Bound for th e Arctic Ocean! " sh e goan ecl. " Oh, he
will never come back alive ! My poor, poor boy ! Th is is
dr ea clfu !- dreadful! Oh, what sh all I do ? I am wildf r antic- filled wit h agon y !"
CHAPT ER II.
" Hl1sh !" said Frank, gently . "I alone can give you
hope.''
THE VILLAI N CAUGH T.
" I do not under stand you.''
''Then I will explain. I am Frank Reade, ,Tr.''
The hotel clerk looked very much surprised at Frank's
"
vVhat! Th e wonder ful inventor of whom I have so
charitable deed, but took hi s m oney, m ade no commen t,
often
r end! "
and assigned the lady to a room .

As she reach ed the parlor door, she beckoned
vr::nt.or and h e f ollowed h er into t h e room and
pleasantly:
" Do you wish to speak to m e, madam?"
" I wi sh to t h ank you for your kindness," sh e
'' It is not n ecessar y,'' repli ed Prank.
" At lf'a st let m e tell you how I h appened to
plight."

" I am an inventor, and my latest con trivrm ce is a flying
to the inasked h er ice boa t, with which I h ave planned to visit. th e mysteriou;;
land of N ova Zembl a. As my course will be the sam e as
that of the ship Reel E ri c it is m or e t han likely t hat T shall
fa ll in wi th t h at whaling shi p . If I don't I'll Jmn t f or it.
fa ltrr ccl .
H 1 find h er I shall save vour son . I swear it, for I have
be in thi s th e m ean s of doing so.''
Hi s " --ord s were so emphatic that renewed h ope was

.

.
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aroused in the heart of the half-distracted mother, and she
dried her tears and asked :
,. \Vhen do you intend to undertake this journey, sir ?"
" Within a few days," F rank replied . "My Hying ice
ship is nearly finished. I came to Boston to get t he fe w
things I need to complete h er. T o-morrow I am going
home; but ere T leave this city I shaH make it my business
to help you to have Alfred Milburn arrested, so you can
recover possession of the fortune of which he designs· to rob
you."
"God bless you, Frank Reade," the lady exclaimed,
feelingly.
After some further talk they parted for the night.
The inventor was acompanied by a little old negro named
Pomp, and a rollicking, red-headed, pug-nosed Irishman
named Barney O'Shea, who always went with him on his
travels, and lived in Readestown.
Both were inveterate practical jokers; th e coon wa s a good
cook and played t he banjo, and the Celt was an expert violinist, and ever ready for a fight or fun of any kind, while
both were greatly devoted to the inventor.
They were domiciled in the hotel with F rank.
On the following morning the coon woke up early, dressed
himself, and going out into the hall heard Barney snoring
in his room.
"Golly! wha' lazy feller dat I'ishman am," muttered the
darky, with a grin, as he paused outside of Barney's worn.
"Specs he sleep de. whole lib long day ef I done let him.
Wondah if I kin git in dar?"
'He tried the door, found it unlocked, and entered the bedroom. •
The qelt lay on his back, with his mouth wide open,
and Pomp stole over to the wash-basin, turned on the freezing cold water full force, put hi s finger over the faucet, and
squirted it at the sleeper.
Swish-plunk! went the jet aga inst the Irishman's eye.
Then a steady stream flew all over his face.
He gave a sudden start, the snoring ceased, and he sat
up very much confused from being awakened so violently.
' The cold water continued to squirt on bjm, and he gave
a wild yell.
"Murclher! I'm dhrowndin' !" he howled.
Then he bounced out of bed.
Fizz-swish-flipp ! continued the stream.
Barney only wore a red fl annel undershirt, and as the
cold liquid flew about his limbs he jumped up in the air,
his teeth chattering, his hair on end, and roar after roar
p€aling from his lips.
"Begorra! I'm a dead manl" h e roared, as he rushed.
danced, hopped and galloped around th e room, followed
by the cold stream and the laughter of the mischievous
coon. "Howly beans! ther roof's leakin' ! Ther poipes
bushted! Ther house is afoire ! H elp! H elp!"
"Yah! yah ! yah!" howled the delighted darky. <(Haw,
haw, haw! Lord amassy, looker de jumpin'-j ack !"
And s-s-s-s-sphf! Piff-piff-piff! \vent the water again.

By this time Barney got over his confusion and saw
coon.
H e also observed the cause of hi s misery.
" F ai th, it's ther u aygur !" he groaned, as he
dodge the stream.
"'Whoop her up! Dat's de step, honey ! Oh, La
dem legs fly !"
"Shtop jt !" shouted the Celt, as he raced around
avoid tl~e freezing irater. " Bed ad, I ' m frozen! Pomp,
spalpeen, wanst I get ther grip ay me fingers in ther
av yer head, I'll scalp yez will wan pull. "
" H op, dar, yo' chimpanzee ; hop, I say ! I'se gwine
gib ~'o' a wash if yo· neber hab one befo', chile."
Barney flew into a clouet.
H ere the door protected him.
There were several pairs of shoes, a boot jack, and sundry
otl1er obj ects lying upon the floor, which l1e eagerly
grasped.
'rhc next moment he bombarded the coon with them
from behind the door, and as the fusillade whizzed through
1
the air, Pomp made an effort to dodge them.
H e was not qui ck c11ongh, and the next moment a shoe
caught him a thump on the nose, a valise banged him on
the ear, and a whisK broom pounded him in the eye.
With a howl of pain,- as a second volley struck him, he
charged on the Irishman, who had come from behind the
door.
The coon's head was down to butt the Irishman in the
stomach, but just at the right moment Barney nimbly
sprang aside, and with a terrible crash Pomp's head struck
a panel of the door.
It went through, splintering th e wood, and befor e he
could withdraw his skull, Barney seized one of the beclslats
and belabored him so that every 'thump sounded like a
pistol shot, and the howls of the captured coon awakened
every one in the house.
In the mid st of the furore Frank rushed in, and although
he could hardly refrain from laughing at the drenched
Irishman and the stuck darky, he assmned an ang~y look,
and cried, sternly :
"Stop that row, will you? Every one in the hotel is
.alarmed."
"Masth er Frank," muttered Barnev, dropping the slat.
"Pu 11 me out! " shouted Pomp. "I'se stuck!"
"Faix, I'll lave yer till yer cocoanut dhrops off!"
"Oh, L awd amighty, i 'se got- - "
He gave his head a jerk and extricated himse1f.
The moment he got free and saw Frank he wilted, and
making a clive for the door, vanished in the hall.
Frank and the other guests burst into a roar of laughter
and followed him.
When the coon and the Irishman met at ·the breakfast
table, they h ad so far forgotten their anger that the subject
was not r eferred to.
Frank afterward took them asid e, told them all about
"Thi[rs. Grey anc1 her son, and after introducing them to the
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lady they went to police headquarters and laid the ma tter
There were th2·ee big steel ice runners on each side, and
before th e authorities.
between them two spiked wheels for propelling the boat
A detective took a warrant for the arrest of Alfred Mil- over the ice without sail s.
burn, and acco mpanying Mrs. Grey to her residence with
At th e stem was an ice rudder, apove it a water rudder,
Frank and his friends, they went in and arrested the lawyer. a water screw, and on the end of a shaft an immense airHis di ~ ma y wa ~:; intense when be saw M:r,;. Grey free and wheel for propulsion.
Frank in h er company, fo r he recognized the young in ventor
Bull's-eyes broke the sid es of the hull to admit light into
at once.
·
the interior.
The rascal was locked up.
As they stooa looking at the boat, which was operated by
We may as well add lJCrc lhat he had to disgorge the electricity, the door-bell rang, and Frank saw the professor
money he held in trust fo r t he widow and J1 er son, and start nervously, turn very pale, and glare at the entrance.
" \Y hat's tJ1c matter ? You look nr.nous !" said Frank.
without much delay was sentenced to a long term in prison
for hi s rascali ty.
" I am nervous," admitted Vancykc. "So would any one
The ITidow r eceived her rights.
be who is innocen t of murder, and is accused of killing a
H aving procured th e parts of the flying machine they man."
were after, Frank and hi s two friends assured the laclv again
" Why, I don' t understand you."
that they woulc1 strain every effort to rescue her son, and
"Then I'll explain," said the doctor. "But until I do, I
then ~ boarded a train for home.
don' t want you to open that door, for I have a feeling that
Rea dcstown, to where they went, was a beautiful little the poli ce are there, trying to ge t in to arrest me !"
western city near a river that flowed to the Atlantic.
I Frank wa s amazed.
H ere dwelt Frank in a magnificent mansion, near which
He knew ihat Dr. Vaneyke was a good man.
stood the great machine shops in which his wonderful inMurd er was the last crime he was capable of committing.
ventions were constructed.
H e therefore said quietly :
Th e young inventor upon his arrival found an old friend
"'Iell me what y&ur trouble is, professor."
there named Dr. Vaneyke, who had often gone with him on
"Night before last, while walking here from tbe railroad
his trips.
depot, I heard a pi stol shot in a lonely part of the road,
Th e white-bea rd ed old scienti st had heard that Frank harl followed by the cry of 'm urder," the doctor answered. :
bnilt a new flying ma chin e, and being desirou s of accompa- "Running forward , I saw a man fall to the ground, and annyin g him in it on his proposed journey, had come from th e other man plunged into the bushes. Besid e the fallen man I
Smithsonian Institute, with which he was connected, to laid a reyolver which I picked up. It was the weapon with
ll"hi ch th e man was shot; I next examined the body. The
j oin the inventor.
Fr,mk was delighted at the prospect of having his old ,m an wa s dead . The ball had penetrated hjs heart. Scarcefriend go, and readily assented to the plan .
ly had I made thi s discovery when some con stables came
On the followin g day, as the air ship was nearly finished, running up the road and some men clown the road.
the inventor brought the professor out to the shop to see it.
"Among the lptter was the murderer. I recognized him
Here a singular and unexpected incident occurred.
at a glance. H e pointed at me and said: 'Arrest him; he
killed the man ; I ~aw him do it. See, he yet holds the pis- ,,
tal in hi s hand with which the crime was committed!' AlCHAPTER III.
though I protested my innocence, no one believed me. The
nwn surrounded me ; they were going to forcibl y arrest me.
BAFFLED.
Seeing how strong the circumstantial evidence was against
The room in whi ch Frank's invention stood was a vast me, I fled 'and escaped in safety to your house unseen. Since
apartment, with slidin g doors in the roof which could be then, I am sure the authoriti es have been searching for me."
"It looks black against you, Dr. Vaneyke."
operated to permit the exit of his flying machines from the
"Shall I surrend er myself and stand trial?"
,interior.
"You mny 11ot establish your innocence if you do."
In the miacll e of thi s room stood the flying ice ship.
"Then whnt shall I do?"
The vessel was made of an extremely light, bullet-proof
"Keep shady; if arrested you can't go with me."
material call ed alumim1m, and looked like a two-inasted
"Very true."
schooner, with a rounded, wedge-shaped bow and ster11.
"I want to leave as soon as possible in pursuit of the Red
At the truck of each mast was a large gyroscope, whil e
upon the upper part of each of the yards many more oi' Eric to resc.ue Walter Grey. I can't do it if you are arrested
th ese wheels were arranged in a horizontal position to lift with such a serious charge hanging over your head. No!
You mu st not submit to arrest."
the engine in the air.
Upon the yards and stays were furl ed sails, to be used
Bang, bang! came the sound of a volley of raps at the '
while traveling before the wind.
door.
At the bow was a long bowsprit, a searchlight at its foot,
"They're bound to get in," nervously said Dr. Van~yke.
and upon its clcck, in the forward section; a pilot-house.
"After all, it may not be any one after you."
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and clapped a sponge saturated with chloroform to Walter
Boarding the vessel and going into the. cabin they found
Grey's nostrils.
the lawyer there in the gloom with the drugged boy.
" Well?'' eagerly asked Milburn. ' 1 Did yon dmm the
A cry of alarm pealed from the startled boy's lip6, but
it was quickly checked by a pressure of his assailant's arm, stranger ?"
aJ~d the moment he began to inhale the fumes of t he drug
"Shot him!" answered Bc11 Bolt, with an G(lth. "I see
he became stupefied .
yer got ther lad aboard all right."
.;\lilburn recoiled a few steps.
a Yes; you had better put hiin out of sight. "
His dark eye were fla shing with excitement.
"Stow him below in a locker, boy~," said the captain to
He cautiously glanced around, and then saw a young man his two men.
com mg.
They carried the limp form of Walter Grey out of the
"Captain Ben Bolt!" h e hissed.
caLi n .
.. Well?" gruffly asked the man who hcjcl young Grey.
When they were gone, Milbum handed the captain a big
··There's some one coming. "
roll of bills .
.. Blast it! But the boy's senseless!"
11
Here are the $2,500 I promised you to shanghai tl1e
·'T he fellow is running toward us."
boy,'' said the lawyer. ayol1 must maroon him in the arc"He's seen thcr struggle, then."
tic regions, so he can never return. If you should bring m e
"Yes. What shall we do?"
c,· id rnc-c of his death I will double the amount I just gaxe
"Carry ther lad aboard the Red Eric."
yon . Will you do it, captain?"
" And you?"
He bent nearer to Bolt , an d hissed . this in such
"We'll lay that lubber out!"
sinister tones that the captain started, and muttererl
The lawyer picked the drugged boy up a nd hastened over
J1oarse ly:
the muddy street with him toward a big whaling ship lying
(( Do yrr mean fer me ter pllt him out or ther way?"
at one of the docks.
11
Yes," wa o: the emphatic r epl y.
In the mea ntime the three sailors surrounded the new11
\Vby cl"yer want this clone ?n
comer.
1
' I'll ma ke a clean breast of the matter.
I hold some
H c proved to be a dashing-looking young man, with a
eY
in
trust
belonging
to
the
boy
ancl
his
mothPr. If
mon
dark mustache, a symmetri cal and athletic figure, and an
both
die
1
can
do
as
I
like
with
their
fortune.
Allilowd t
intellectual face .
the
woman
is
sane,
I
have
paid
dearly
to
have
her
confined
He had ·been behind the lawyer :mel the boy 'rhcn they
in
an
asylum.
She
is
disposed
of.
Now
it
only
re tHam s
left the depot, and seeing the aesa ult and Milburn's in~li f
to
get
riel
of
fhe
boy.
'I'his
I
leave
to
yon.
;'
fcrenc:e, he correctly concluded that the boy had been led
"I'Il do it !" muttered the ca'p ta in.
into a. trap.
11
Remember, the money I paid you is some of
"You scoundrels !" he panted: " what are you doing to
fortune.
The remaind er you arc to get will come
that boy?"
"Keep away thar !" roared the captain; threateningly. same source. If you fail, you will get no more of
notes, aJJd may not only have to di sgorge what
''Mind yer own business and clear out of this."
have, but also answer in court as my accomplice!"
"Never, until that boy is released!"
11
Trust m e) Alfred Milburn."
"Go fer ther meddler, my lads!"
As the three seamen closed in on ·him, the stranger doubled up his fi st and stru ck out straight from the shou lder.
Biff! Bang! Thump! went his fists like spile drivers,
and every time they struck a man went clown.
" When people of your stamp fool around Frank Reade,
Jr., you generally get left !" muttered the gall ant stranger.
The sailors swore as they got up, and the captain drew a
pistol.

11

tlw boy's
from the
the bank
you now

I 'll go now."

" l\ n' as I've cleared my manifest in ther Custom House,
an' thar ·s a tug waitin· ter !tau] us out, I'll put to sea right
away, so's no one will have a show ter git aboard an' find
ther lad. "
"You arc bound for the Polar regions now ?"
11
Ay, ay-ther Kara Sea, off Nova Zernbla, in s'arch o'
whales."
After some further conversation the rascally lawyer
"Cuss yer !" h e growled, as he leveled the weapon ai
Frank's head . "I'll blow yee brains out fer them welts!" parted with the vill ainons captain and went ashore.
Bang! went the pistol. and a cry escaped Frank.
'l'l1 e Red Eric put to sea immediately afterward, carrying
H e clapped his hand to the side of his head where the the unfortunate Walter Gre:y away to the frozen polar
ball had grazed his scalp, and reeling back, fell senseless to regions.
the ground.
Tn the meantime a crowd had been attracted by the pistol
"Run, boys !" hoarsely cried the clesl?erate captain. "l shot, and surrounding Frank Reade, Jr., they carried him
had ter do 'it or he'd got ther best of us ! That shot'll fetch into a clrug store, wl1ere l1is wound "·as dressed.
ther p'lice !"
He did not recover his senses until after the · ship deThey rushed over to the ,r]w li11 g ship un seen, leaving parted, and t hen fmmcl a poli ce man standing beside him, to

their victim lying bleeding and ~en sclc ss on the sidewalk.

whom he explained what had happened.
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Fast and furious fell the blows against the door outside.
.Frank began to get restless, and passing into the

~vhee l-

The machine was then steered for the northeastward, and
glided through the air like an arrow.

The machinery \rorked ex~ctl.r as Frank had designed,
and the ship of the air operated beautifully.
It wa s evident that the officers had brought a battering
Barney and Pomp were so delighted over the professoT·s

room, he peered out the window with an anxious look upon
his face.

ram to bear ·upon the door, for ~very blow they dealt it made escape that the former got out his fiddl e and the latter hi s
it shake, and ca used every window pane to rattle.
banjo, wh ereupon a lively tunc wati struck up and i bcy
"Lively, th ere, boys! Lively! " shouted Frank, impa- played and sang until a late hour.
tiently.
On the .following moming the air ship was horer in g over
"Yes, sir, but they stick," replied the foreman.
the Atlantic.
An a\\'Iul sho,rer oi blows now stru ck the door, and it

Pomp had ta ken charge oi the cool<ing depart men!, and

went down with a splitting craeh, an·cl th e detective and the Iri shman attended to the ma chinery when it beca me
several poli cemen rushed in.
necessary.
Just then the doors in the roof flew open.

The profe~;;or was a very mu ch relieved man.

Seeing the professor aboard t ho air ship, the officers made

"Had I bee n incarcerated for that crime,'' ~a iel he io

a. rush for the Hanger to board her.
Fra nk gi·aspcd one of the ]eYers and pulled it.
The gyroscopes flew around \rith a tremendous buzzing

Frank, as they went out on deck after brea kfati.f, " I cou ld
not have gonf' \ri th you, and might have been hung."
"For my part, I was determined that you shou ld not :fa 11

sound, and just as t.he ofticers reach ed the side of the boat into the detective's hands," r eplied the inventor, '·fo r I 1ras
she ascenc1ec1 into t he air.
anxious to have you go with rue on this cruise.··
A yell of chagrin escaped the oflicer~, for the Ranger shot
They shook ou t the sa ils, as the Ranger 1ra~ go ing with

through !.he

open roof and soared up into the clark sky. the wi nd, and
They \I'Cl'e ba'flied.
to the boat.
11ow

itS

the white duck bellied out, spercl 11·as added

" Do you think we will meet the Red ·! ~ri c!'" asked Vandyke.
CHAPTER IV.

"Slw hns considerabl e star t, but we ma:: he il bl e to overhaul her, as we can make very rapid hcadwa.'·," Frank replied. "I 'owe Captain Ben Bolt a. grudge for lhe sca lp

NOYA ZK\IBLA.

"Escaped them, by thunder!" cried Frank, exu ltantly.
'"fhank Heaven for that! " exclaimed Dr. Vaneyke.
~

Barney and Pomp had gone down below to attend to the
machinery.
The rooms were m.,agnificently furnished, and consisted

wound he gave me, ancll'll avenge myself by wresting Walter Grey from his power ''
"What is your destination ?"
"'rhe Kara Sea and the island of Nova Zembla."
" It will be very cold there now."

"vVell, the boat is well heated, and we have warm fur
of a. cab in, a. dormitory, dining-room, kitchen, storeroom
and engine-room.
clothing on board," said Frank. ''If there is icc on. the
Each apart!Il$nt wa. equipped with electri c lights and an i land, \re can travel over it on the boat's runners, to examine the remains of the mammoth you say you wi sh to get
electric heating apparatus of Frank's invention.
'-.
'l'he motive power wa s derived from a dynamo wl1ich was for the institute you represent."
driven by a sma 11 petroleum engine; there wa s a special

"Yes. A gentleman of kno'm veracity sa w the body of a
machine for the electric lights, and the mechanism of the huge beast buri ed on Nova Zembla, and sent word to that
gyroscopes worked by a large number of storage batteries. effect to the Smithsonian, with directions how to find it.
Any height could be reached in the air, according to t.he This, o£ course, is why I was so anxious to go with you, for
speed at which the gyroscopes were run, and the huge driv- I have orders to get part of the remain~.
ing wheel drove the ice ship along at a prodigi ous rate of

They then went inside.

speed.
The barometer showed a height of 2,000 feet.
Upon reaching an altitude o£ 1,600 fee t, Fnmk sla ckened
Below them lay the north Atlantic, and a number of ships
the speed of the gyroscopes to conform to the height at were seen dotting the surface in different places.
which he desired Lo remain, and put the driving screw in
motion.

A constant watch witl1 t elescopes was maintained by those
on p uty for some sign of the Heel Eric.
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Having reached the British isles the ice ship crossed the immense ice sheet descending north and south to the sea
North Sea and sailed along the western coast of Norway. • coast. ·
From there she passed over the Barentz Sea at the north

All this region was covered with fields of snow descending

of Russia.
in broad strips along the slopes of the isolated peaks, and
Nothing was seen of the whaling ship, and the island of feeding mighty glaciers in the deeper valleys.
Nova Zemhla finally appeared in the distance.
While Frank was sizing up the desolate place a dense fall
Every day that passed by found the temperature clecreasof snow began that hid the island from his view.
in g.
It was impossible to see where they wen~ going, and as
Our friencls were obliged to put on fur clothing, and the the wind had shifted around, it became necessary to furl
electric heating apparatus was put in operation.
the sails.
It made the interior of the Ranger warm and comfortaLeaving the old professor at the wheel, Frank called the
ble, and rendered its inmates quite c~zy.
'
coon and the Irishman to help him, and they went out on
The mercury in the thermometer had gone down to with- deck.
in two degrees of zero, and the upper regions of the air beMingled with the great clouds of down-falling snowflakes
came filled with fine needles of ice that stung the skin of
were the dreadful needles of ice that stung their eyes, were
our friends when exposed to it.
inhaled in their lungs, and fairly penetrated their skin.
But little sunlight was seen each day owing to the winter
, The halliards were slackened off, and as the canvas fell in
season.
lazy-jacks the work of furling was reduced to a minimum.
Moreover, the sky in this region was so filled with heavy
Down fluttered the square sails from the yards, while
leaden-hued clouds that the meager light was still further
the staysails were hauled to the bowsprit by the down-hauls.
reduced.
Barney was at the mainmast, Pomp at the foremast, and
Upon first observing the icy particles that constantly
Frank had gone up forward.
filled the air, Frank was ,very much amazed, and involunbThe wind was driving the ice and snow irl their faces.
'
rily cried:
As soon as the canvas was down on the yards, the darky
"We have been driven adrift in a frozen sky."
and the Celt ran up the shrouds to tie it down with gaskets.
''There is the island of Nova Zembla now," said the proAll hands worked like beavers.
'
fesor, p0inting a way to the northeast ward. "It is a land
The sails had nearly all been fastened when the coon and
the interior of which has never been explored yet."
the inventor were suddenly startled by hearing a wild yell
Frank did not like the appearance of the island.
It looked like an elongated crescent, 600 miles long by from Barney.
60 wide, and lay between 70 degrees 30 minutes and 77
It was followed by a snap like a pistol shot.
The foot rope had parted under the Irishman.
degrees N. latitude and 5.2 degrees and 60 minutes E. longiHe fell toward the deck.
tude.
As he felt himself going he flung out his hands.
Its northeastern extremity wa s west of the meridian of
They encountered a back stay, and he grasped it tightly.
Yalmal peninsula, and its southern was separated from
Vaygach island by Kara Strait, 80 miles wide.
There came a violent shock on the rop~ and it parted
Nova Zembla was cut through the middle by a narrow under the weight of the Celt's body, but he retained his l1old
winding channel called the Matotchkin Shar connecting the on the lower portion of it, and took a rapid turn of it around
his arm.
Arctic Ocean with the Kara Sea.
Upon a nearer approach to it Frank closely examined
Down he shot like a ~tone.
the place with a glass, and gained a fair idea of the interior.
A sh01it of alarm escaped 'Frank when he saw his friend
'l1 he western coast was greatly indented by fjord-like flying through the air, and go over the ' railing.
"Lost!" gasped the inventor, in tones of dread.
bays and studded with many islands, and wa s less ice-bound
He
rushed to the side, and Pomp hastened down from the
than might be supposed, as a continuation of) the warm
yards.
current of the Gulf Stream flowed along the coast.
In the interior was an alpine region with isolated mounBarney gave himself up for lost, for the Ranger was then
tain peaks, a complicated system of spurs and deep valleys at a height of 2,000 feet from the sea, and he knew he was
extending even under the sea.
bound to perish before-la.nding in the water.
At the north was a vast s1vclling of land covered with an
When he had rlached the end of the broken stay, how-
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ever, he paused with a shock that nearly pulled his arm out

Shaking off the broken backstay that saved him, he exclaimed :
of joint, and wrung a groan of agony from his lips.
Hi8 body bounced in tlie air, and came down again with
"Faith, I'd ruther froze ter death up here than cloy bE.
another jerk that fairly made him howl with pain.
fallin' into ther say!"
But the turn of the rope around his arm !aved his life_.
"There really isn't much choice in the matter," said
and he swung there like 11 clock pendulum.
Frank; "for we are going down anyway. Hey, Dr. VanFor a moment poor Barney was dazed.
eyke !"
As soon as he had sufficiently recovered his wits, though,
" Well?" asked the old scientist.
he seized the rope with the other hand.
"Put every volt of force into the stern screw."
That eased the strain on his arm and relieved his pain.
"Be heavens ! I'm aloive !" he gasped.
He was panting hard, but in a few moments he yelled:
"Help! Help!"

"What for?"
'"fo try and reach land, sir. "
The professor pulled the screw lever ovoc, and wHh increased speed the flying ice ship darted through the snowflak es to the eastward.
Vandyke had got his bearings before the blinding storm

Just then Frank reached the railing.
Peering over he saw the Irishman.
"Thunder!" he cried, with a thrill of hope darting
began, and although the Ranger was swiftly descending,
through him.
she kept going to the landwarcl at terrific velocit}'.
"Am he gone?" cri ed Pomp, rea clung U1c deck.
Frank saw that the sails no longer interfered with the
"No; help me haul up the broken stay."
movement~':' of the ice ship, and as be and his companions
" \Vha' fo' ?''
were very cold, they passed into the pilot house.
" H e's on the end of it."
A shout suddenly pealed from Barney.
"Glory l1alleluyah !"
"Land ahead! Port yer hullum !"
'J'hey botl1 grasped the line <md began to haul the Irish"A mountain!" gasped the doctor, obeying.

man up.
Barney wns pulled half-way up to the deck in this manner, when suddenly there came a shout from the professor.
"The ice ship is falling l"
Such was the cry that startled Frank.

"We won' t land in the sea, at any rate," said Frank.
"Yo' know whar yo' am, ~-ah ?" asked the coon.
"No," answered the professor, shaking his head. "But
once we alight we \rill soon find Matotchkin Shar, and as
most of the whalers winter there at the Norwegian fishing

He glanced up at the gyroscopes.
They were moving very slowly compared t"o the speed at stations, we will be very apt to find the Red Eric there later,
if not now."
which they had been spinning.
The cause wns appnrent to Frank at a glance.

"vVe must lwve passed her," said Frank.

Holding t he falling ice and snow, the metal spars were so
"Howly floy !"gasped Barney, looking ont of the window,
cold that the .flakes congealed around the pivots, choking "there's iher say beneath us again!"
them so that the ice thus formed interfered with their revoIt was a broad sheet of water, sure enough, but th~·ill;
lutions.
to'r turned the electric current into the searchlight.

CHAP'fER V.
BARNEY AND THE BEAR.

"Pomp, we are going down into the sea!"
"Golly ! Marse Frank, am de machinery bruck ?"
"No; but ice is forming around the gyroscopes so they
can't revolve."
"Fo' de Lawd's sake, hist up Barney, den, or he drop in
de sea!"

As the bright glare pierced the falling flakes he saw
that it was a stream of water over which they were flying.
In a moment the truth of the matter dawned upon his
mind.

"It is the Matotchkin Shar, the shait that cuts this
island in two!" he exclaimed. "See, we approach a shore."
He pointed ahead.
The Ranger was then dangerously close to the water.
But she was going ahead like a thunderbolt.

It was fair to presume that she would soon reach land,
They pulled the imperiled Irishman up to the deck, and and as this place was covered with ice, they rightly concludhe heaved a great sigh of relief when he had a firm footing ed that it was the northern side of the stream.
once more.
In a few moments more Frank stopped the driving wheel
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ever, he paused with a shock tl1at nearly pulled his arm out
of joint, and wrung a groan of agony from his lips.
His body bounced in tlie air, and came down again with
another jerk that fairly maue him howl with pain.
But the turn of the rope around his arm 11aved his life.•
and he swung there like 11 clock pendulum.
For a moment poor Barney was dazed.
As soon as he had sufficiently recovered his wits, though,
he seized the rope with the other hand.
That eased the strain on his arm and :relieved his pain.
"Be heavens! -I'm aloive !" he gasped.
~
He was panting hard, but in a few moments he yelled:
"Help! Help!"
Just then Frank reached the railing.
P eering over he saw the Irishman.
"Thunder!" he cried, with a thrill of hope darting
through him.
"Am he gone?" cried Pomp, reaching the deck.
"No; help me haul up the broken stay."
"Wha' fo' ?"
"He's on the end of it."
"Glory halleluyah !"
'J'hey both grasped the line and began to haul the Irishman up.
Barney was pulled half-way up to the deck in thi s manner, when suddenly there came a shout from the professor.
"The ice ship is falling!"
Such was the cry that startled Frank.
He glanced up at the gyroscopes.
They were moving very slowly compared to the speed at

Shaking off the broken backstay that saved him, he exclaimed:

"Faith, I'd ruther froze ter death up here than doy bE.
fallin' into ther say!"
"There really isn't much choice in the matter," sa:id
Frank; "for we are going down anyway. Hey, Dr. Vaneyke !"
"Well ?" asked the old scientist.
"Put every volt of force into the stern screw."
"What for?"
'"fo try and reach land, sir."
The professor pulled the screw lever ovoc, and with increased speed the flying ice ship darted through the snowflakes to the eastward.
Vandyke had got hi s bearings before the blinding storm
began, an d although the Ranger was swiftly descending,
she kept going to the landward at terrific velocity.
Frank eaw that the sails no longer interfered with the
movements of the ice ship, and as he and his companions
were very cold, they passed into the pilot house.
A shout suddenly pealed from Barney.
"Land ahead! Port yer hullum !"
"A mountain!" gasped the doctor, obeying.
"We won't land in the sea, at any rate," said Frank.
"Yo' know whar yo' am, sah ?" asked the coon.
"No," answered the prOfessor, shaking his head. "But
once we alight we will soon :lind Matotchkin Shar, and as
most of the whalers winter there at the Norwegian fishing
stations, we will be very apt to find the Red Eric there later,
if not now."

which they had been spinning.
"We must have passed her," said Frank.
The cause was apparent to Frank at a glance.
"Howly floy !"gasped Barney, looking ont. of the window,
Holding the fulling ice and snow, the metal spars were so
cold that the flakes congealed around the pivots, choking "there's ther say beneath us again!"
them so that the ice thus formed interfered with their revoIt was a broad sheet of water, sure enough, but th~..frivrn:
lutions.
to): turned the electric current into the sea rchlight.
As the bright glare pierced the falling flakes he saw
that it was a stream of water over which they were flying.
CHAP'fER V.
In a moment the truth of the matter dawned upon his
BARNEY AND '!'HE BEAR.
mind.

"It is the Matotchkin Shar, the strait that cuts this
"Pomp, we are going down into the sea!"
island in two!" he exclaimed. "See, we approach a shore. "
"Golly ! Marse Frank, am de machinery bruck ?"
He pointed ahead.
"No ; but ice is forming around the gyroscopes so they
The Ranger was then dangerously close to the water.
can't revolve."
But she was going ahead like a thunderbolt.
"Fo'. de Lawd's sake, hist up Barney, den, or he 'drop .in
de sea!"
It was fair to presume that she would soon reach land,
They pulled the imperiled Irishman up to the deck, and and as this place was covered with ice, they rightly concludhe heaved a great sigh of relief when he had a firm footing ed that it was the northern side of the stream.
once more.
In a few .moments more Prank stopped the driving wheel
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The Ranger was then but Ll'll yards above the water, and
still l<llling fast; but she was close to the shore.
By the time ~he alighted she had left the stream astern.
Her runners and side wheels acted like flanges in holding
her bolt upright, and the impetus given her by her flight
sent her gliding 6n her runners over the spaikling ice.
It moderated the shock of her descent.
Frank had taken entire charge of her now.
He at once dropped the gyroscopes.
Gr~sping the levet which raised or lowered the side
wheels, he gave it a sudden pull, for he saw the boat swiftly
gliding toward an immense crevice in the ice.
Down' went the spiked wheels with a. crash, and acting
like a brake, as they were rigid, they scratched over the Rurface for some distance, and finally stopped the boat.
This occurred only just in time, for the Ranger had
reached the edge of the chasm as she paused.
'The place was dangerou s.
Prank saw this, anrl turning a switch, he put an electric
current in the , side-wheel motor, reversing it, and she
backed away, the wheel s digging into the ice, and moving
the Ranger very easily.
They were then upon an immense glaoie1' running down a
valley embowered betwt>en two mountains.
Having brought the ship to a pause, Frank went up the
masts and examined the gyroscope pivots.
It was utterly impossible to keep them clear of the ice
without resorting to some artificial means of keeping the
spars warm.

This he explained to his friends on his return.
Various plans were suggested until at length Frank
thought of running platinum wires into all the hollow tubes
and <1onnecting them with the electric heating apparatus
in tho engine-room.
To carry out this would require time, and as they had
plenty of it to spare, they began to try the experiment.

"Gwine up in de frozen sky?" asked Pomp.
"No," answered Frank. "We'll use the boat's skate~,
as there is plenty of ice all around here, and we can save
trouble by staying dow¥."
Accordingly, ::tfter the meal, he ascended to the turret
and started the ice wheels, when the ship glided smoothly
along.
The stern runner steered her the same as on any ice-boat,
and was automatically lowered to the ice level.
Along sped the Ranger to the eastwardl keeping as close
to the strenm as possible, so as not to miss any ships that
might be at anchor ip the ice-covered water.
As the sun only appeared for a few hours at a time, the
days were of very short duration, and they had to keep the
electric lights lit.
'The storm had left a mantle of snow upon the ice-cu l'ercd ground, tlll'ough which the Ranger's runners cut like
huge knives, and her crew observed a range of lofty mountains at the left.
They wert clad with snow.
Scarcely any vegeta{ion was seen, but as they giided
along, view was caught of a few vagrant birds, some lemmings, ice-fox, and several immigrant reindeer.
Off along the coast, though, countless numbers of ducks,
geese and swan were flying about the rocks, making the air
resonant with their cries ancl the ceaseless flapping of their
wings.
1
Several miles from the glacier Frank observed a mass of
beetling ice blocks strewn across their path.
There were several openings among them, though,
through which he saw he could steer the ship to clearer ice
beyond.
"How in the world could these immense blocks of ice
have got there?" asked Dr. Vaneyke in surprise, when be
saw them.

Frank pointed to a mountain cliff half a mile away.
The following day had dawned before the wires were ar"If they fell from there," said be, "wouldn't they have
ranged according to Frank's plans, and the snow~storm had been propelled along over this1 glassy surface to the very
strait?"
stopped.
When the current was turned into them, the ice soon
"Sure enough, ·if they came from enough height to probegan to melt on the spars and the gyroscopes spun freely.
ject them a great distance, for they would certainly slide
The experiment was a perfect success.
freely."
"We can go up in the sky without fear now," said Frank, · "Do you notice how much warmer it is here than it was
,
smilingly, as they sat down to breakfast.
in the sky, doctor?" asked the~ young inventor.
"Suppose we run for the Norwegian fishing station and
"Quite a difference in the temperature."
comult its inhabitants about the Red Eric?" asked Van"Pshaw! there goes one of those staysails shaking loose!"
eyke.
"I'll go out an' boind it down, me lacldy !"said Barney.
"Is it on this soide av ther strame ?" asked Barney.
He hastened from the turret, and going out on deck,
"Yes-on the eastern side of the island near the strait." made his way out to the end of the long bowsprit.
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The boat had paused, haLf buried in the snow, and the
"He's cornered in earnest," the professor remarked,
coon was covered.
dryly.
"Take the wheel," said Frank. "I want some bear meat
He was very much excited, and cried, warningly:
for dinner."
"Dey's a gang ob niggahs out dar gwine ter shoot!"
The professor complied, and the young inventor took a
"Close the metal shutters over the windows, doctor."

"Better start the gyroscopes," said the professor, com- pneumatic rifle that threw dynamite bombshells and went
plying.
outside.
Aiming at the bear, he fired one shot.
Just then the yelling natives fired at the boat, a shower
Spnt! went the piece, and zing-g-g ! went the ball.
of arrows, spears and musket bullets striking the Ranger.
A loud report was heard when it hit the bear's head. "
All the wooden weapons broke against the hull of the ice
When 'the flash of fire and glare of smoke vanished the
ship, and ·the leaden bullets flattened against the plates.
bear was lying on its side violently kicking, and the upper
"Where's Barney?" asked Frank, anxiously.
part of it'! head was scattered to the four winds of heaven.
"Done leabe him astern, sah," Pomp answered.
"Bull's eye!" yelled Barney.
"We must pick him up ere the angry natives see him."
"Lower the Hanger!" said Frank.
"Gwine ter shoot 'em?"
When
she alighted the inventor descended the ladder.
"No. They can't harm us here."
Walking over t6 Barney, he asked:
"Look out! They're jumping on the deck!" said the
"How did he send you to roost?"
doctor.
"Faith, he didn't," grinned Barney. "I wint av me own
"I'll soon get rid of them," Frank answered.
accord."
' He put the gyroscopes in operation, and the air ship
"I don't see how you got way up there."
pulled herself up out of the snowbank into the air.
"More power to me toes, I clumb ther wall loike a floy."
A dismal howl of dismay pealed from the throats of the
The Irishman was a dozen feet from the ground, upon a
natives on her deck when they found themselves being carlittle shelf that wa·s projecting over an almost smooth wall.
ried up.
When the bear chased him, and he found it gaining, he
'I'hey lost no time jumping down into the snowdrift, and
ran up this wall by means of the tiny protuber.ances and
when the last man had left her the ones on the ice disindentations until he reached the edge of the shelf, when he
charged a second volley up at her from their weapons.
pulled himself np the rest of the way.
'rhc Ranger mounted to the height of the hill she deIf he hadn't been frightened he couldn't have done it.
' sccndcd before Frank stopped her.
;
Dropping down, he told Frank what had happened to
He then glanced down and saw that ~here were nearly one him, after which they began to skin the bear, and cut away
hundred men, women and children standing on the ice
the choicest parts.
glaring up at the boat.
These were stowed aboard the ice ship.
"They are a peculiar race," be muttered.
It was hardly done when Pomp shouted:
"Never heard of before," said the doctor.
"Heah come de niggahs !"
"Whar am Barney?" asked Pomp.
The natives had been swarming up the hill, and: seeing
Frank glanced around, but saw no sign of the Irishman . the boat on the ground, made a grand rush for her.
Pomp did not wait for orders.
He then steered the boat back to the pass.
She was within a dozen feet of the ground, ran back the
He pulled the gyroscope lever, and the Ranger bounded
way she came from, and had ~carcely turned the bend when up into the air, thwarting them a second time.
trank heard a tremendous yell from Barney.
At a height of 290 feet she paused.
"This way wid yez, for ther love av Heaven!"
Just then Frank entered the turret.
Such was his shout.
I
He saw at a glance what had happened.
Frank saw him.
"We'll have to keep up in the sky to avoid those beggars,"
· Perched on an icy ledge.
he remarked.
The bear squatted at the bottom.
"Dey~s boun' ·ter git aboa'd."
Both glaring. at each other !
"Jerusalem !" cried the inventor.
"Why doan' yer git down?" laughed Pomp.

"Apparently. But they won't succeed."
"Gwine ahead, sah ?"
"Yes. Right on along the strait."
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The coon started the boat along through the frozen sky,
and the fine, needle-like particles that filled the air blew into
their faces so strongly that they were forced to close the
window.
The natives were left out of sight astern.
Finally the sun came up.
As its burning rays fell upon the desolate landscape, the
ice gleamed and sparkled like myriads of diamonds.
A cold, bleak air was blowing . against the boat ; but she
ran through it with the greatest of ease, and reached the
water front.

CHAPTER VII.
INTO DANGEROUS GROUND.

There were three whaling ships in winter quarters off the
Norwegian fishing station, and all were from the United
States.
The American sailors were among the Norwegians, and
when they sa.w the stars and stripes fluttering from one of
the Ranger's masts, they set up a loud cheer.
Both captains then hailed Frank, asking what sort of
craft the flying ice ship was, and he told them and asked:
"Has the Red Eric, of Boston, arrived here yet?"
''Even had we remained down below; we could not have
traveled over the ice," remarked Frank. ''See there, Pomp,
"No, sir," replied one of the captains; "but as we know
great chasms in the ground in some pla.ces, and insurmount- she is coming here, we are on the lookout for her daily."
able hills· in other places."
"Is the captain a friend of yours?"
"Wha' yo' call dat ahead dar neah de i·ibber ?"
"Oh, no; nor any one else's, for that matter," replied the
''A settlement. That's the place we are searching for." whaler. "He's a very ugly man, who is not liked very much
by any one."
"An' dar am some ships along de sho'."
"I'm glad to hear that, for he certainly is a bad man, and
"Sure enough. vVhalers, every one of them !"
I can prove it. He was paid to shanghai a boy whom he has
"Wondah if de Red Eric am among dem ?"
got aboard his vessel, and we are going to help the lad to
"That we will soon find out."
escape."
"Am it time fo' her to be heah ?"

"It's just like him. But how did it come about?"
Frank detailed Walter Grey's history.
At its conclusion, he addeu:
capting."
"Ben Bolt shot me. I am going to arrest him for it."
"By this time the poor boy may be dead."
"If we meet the rascal ,and you don't happen to be
"Dead!" muttered Pomp, aghast.
around, you can rest assured that we will make him produce
"Yes; Ben Bolt may have killed him," said Frank.
the boy."
Just then the doctor and Barney came up from below.
"Good enough!"
As soon as Vaneyke saw the settlement, he said :
After some more talk they parted.
"Yes; that's the Norwegian fishing settlement. See the
Frank sent the ship up into the frozen air.
flag?"
Turning to Dr. Vaneyke, he said to him, cheerily:
"Do most of the Kara Sea whalers meet here, sir?"
"Now, then, to find the mastodon, professor."
"They have to until the cold weather is over."
"But the water is pretty well open, professor."
" Going now ?"
"Yes; produce your directions."
"Yes, I know it's a mild winter, b"ut if the Red Eric
The professor drew. a paper from his pocket.
comes to this sea at all, she will stop at that fishing station,
I'm sure. I'm glad we've found the place, for it's near herr
He carefully read it over and then said:
the body of the mastodon I'm after is to be found buried in
"The man who discovered the remains said they were to
the ground."
be found in the ground at the head of Tchekin Bay, fifty
The air ship continued on toward the wretched little miles north of here, on the eastern coast. The place 11:1
marked by a solitary cedar tree."
cluster of wooden huts and soon reached them.
"We shall be thPre in little more than an hour."
News of her approach had been communicated to the inFrank turned the flying ice ship up the coast.
habitants and tl~e crews of the ships.
_t\s she pa.ssed the place haunted by the birds they flew
They were all grouped on the shore watching the ice ship.
"She could, if she was not prevented by floating ice."
"I'se jes' itchin' ter git dat Walter Grey way from de

Frank sent the Ranger down on the ice near them, and away in fear, with a tremendous chorus of screams and viothey all made a rush for her to find out what she was.
lent whirring of wings.
In a few moments the ship was surrounded by the curious
The waves of the Kara Sea were b_reaking in a long line
throng.
of foamy surf along the icy coast, and far out upon th&
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heaving waters great bergs and ice floes were seen drifting his leg from under him and he went to the floor with a
along.
bang.
It was bitterly cold in the frozen sky, and the moisture
"Sen' fo, de undahtakah!
from the low-hanging, gloomy clouds covered the Hanger yelled, frantically.

I'se a dead niggah !" he

with their vapor, which was quickly converted into slippery
He reached out his hand to assist himself to rise, but the
ice.
contact with the floor completed the circuit again.
She was completely glazed with it in a short time, but
A wild w~oop escaped him.
the hot wires in the hollow masts kept the pivots free at the

He humpe(1 up his back and bounced to his feet.

gyroscopes.

"I'se full obit!" he howled. "Somebuddy insulate me!''

Pomp went down into the engine-room to lubricate the
~ust then be caught sight o.f the wire that tripped him.
machinery, and as Barney was already there, he dodged out
He thought it was a loose piece into which his foot got
of sight behind a dynamo, from whence he narrowly tangled.
watched the darky's movements.
Intending to disengage it, he hoisted up the bound foot
The fun-loving Irishman had not forgotten the trick across his knee, and to balance himself reached out one
Pomp played on him in the Boston hotel.
hand and grasped one of the metal posts.
He now ~aw a chance of evening matters up with the
Another shock followed.
coon.
Pomp let out a roar that would have done credit to a
Unconscious of his danger, the diminutive darky went Comanche.
from one oil-cup to another, with the oil-can in his hand,

He relaxed his hold on the post as if it were reel hot, and

filling them up.
made a wild rush for the other end of the room, bawling:
As he was passing the dynamo behind which Barney
"De hull ship's 'lectrified! Tu'n on de hose ! Lor·
crouched, the Celt passed a copper wire around his ankle a mighty, put me out! l'se 'lectrocuted! Help, help,
and rapidly bound it there.
help!"
On went Pomp •a f!:!w paces and paused at a point to be
Snap went the wire from his ankle just then.
oiled.
It had necessarily been put on insecurely, and he gained
rrhe moment he touched the metal lid of the cup to ope~
it, an electric shock flew through him that made him Bpring
in the air.
"Ouch! Fo' de Ian's sake !" he yelled. "Wha' dat ?"
, He shook his fingers, glared at the oil-cup, and then
ponocred.
The wire Barney fastened to his leg was ,secured to one
pole of the dynamo, and the lri shma~1 had another wire
!rom the other pole to the metal floor.

his freedom.
Barney could not hold in his mirth any longer, for the
comical antic!' of the coon tickled him immensely.
"Roan. ye spalpeen, roan!" be yelled, popping np from
behind th<' d.mamo. "If yez lucks back, yez will busht loike
a bomb!"
Pomp paused.

It instantly flashed ncross his mind that Barney was responsible for the shocks he received, for the Celt 1ra laughAs the machinery was bolted to the floor, the moment ing immoderately.
Pomp touched any of the metal work, a complete circuit was
"Lord amassa !"he gasped'. "Yo' done dat, I'ish ?"
made with his body, and a terrific shock was the result.
"Is it ter me yez are al1udin' wid disrespect?"
The Irishman chuckled over the success of his plan.
"Jes' ten me clat-yo' done gib me dat 'Icctricity ?"
"Specs dey mus' hab been some current in dat cup," mut":]''aix, it's an insoolt yez trow me be yez suspisbey !"
tered rhe coon. "But dey ain't no 'lectrical connection dat
''Onc·e roo', Barney O'Shea," roared Pomp. "Yo' done
I kin sec."
dat?"
Feeling safe to go on with his work, he grasped the oil"D.o yez take me for an electric eel?"
cup cover again and made a second attempt to open it.
"Dat wuz a great joke," sadly said Pomp, returning. "I
This time the shock was heavier.
doYJ.e gih yo' credit fo' rlat, yo ' ole fiannel-mouf terrier!
"Wow!" shrieked the coon, and dropping the oil-can, he Shake han's on it. Dat's one on me, honey, sho's yo' born!''
gav-e another jump and started off on a run.
He extended his big paw, and Barney roared laughing.
He didn't go far before he reached the end of the wire.
''Be heavens!" said he, "it's the divil \\' <:' O' Shea;;: bes at
As he was going full speed, the jerk on his ankle pulled [ pla_vin' goocl-. waris on ther naygurs. I'm glad ycz take it
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iloike a man.

Here's me

fi~ht,

and may th er next wan b::tte

"Hurroar.! '' he yelled.
babboon!

'' T·se got yer!

An' dat, yo· ole snoozer!

"Good Heaven ! What's this?" he gasped.
"There musi be so.ft ground under us," replied Vaneykc.

this joke."
He slapped his h<md into the coon's.

"I'll raise the boat again."
Take dat, yo'

He grasped the gyroscope lover and~ tnrned it, but though

An' dat., yo' blam<'d the wheels sp1,1n around the ice ship did not rise.

~on

Her nmners and wheels had become caught and helcl

ob a gorilla!"
And biff.-bang-boom ! went his foot.

fast by the treacherous ground under her.

Every time he let fly Barney was raised from ihe #floor.
As soon as he recovered from his astonishment, he strug-

gled to get away, but Pomp had a grip like a vise upon him

CHAPTER VIII.

and would not let go until he booted tho Celt all around the
THE MAMMOTH.

room.
"Be heavens ! I thought yez was frindly," raved Barney.

Leaving the boat in the professor's care, Frank rushed out

"Yo' did, huh? So I is, chile. I lub yo' like a brudder. on deck, and peering over at the ground, he saw that it was
Holly! how much mo' yo' spec ob a feller?"

sinking down beneath the weight of the boat.
The ice covering had given way. exposing a muddy marsh,

"Lave go av me!''
"Not till I'se got froo ."
"I'll be aftlier butcher in' yez !"

up from which a terrible stench was rising.

"G'wan!

moth lying buried in the mud.
It was the animal which Vancykr was hunting for.

'l'he smell cam l' from the rot! il1g· carcase of a huge mam-

Yo clone dat already!"

And with a parting hoister Pomp let him go.

.Ba.rney put on a sickly but winning smile and extended
'l'h:is creature had probably stepped into the marsh CCllturies before, and sinking into the mirc,was buried alire.
his .!land.
"Shake hands.

It's quits we are intoirely," he observed,

sweetly.

It had been preserved by the swamp freezing around it,
and thus wouJd have kept for an ind efinite period, had not

"Git out ob heah, yo' white trash!" bellowed Pomp, pick- a thaw set in which rapidly decomposrd the enormou:> body.
ing up an ax.

"Wanter play de same game on me, hey?

Guess not, honey.

Exposed to Frank's view ,: as an elephant,inc head, cov-

Dey ain't no flies on dis coon, an' don' ered with dry, dark-gray skin, furnished with tufts .of hairs,
the neck was covered with a long flowin g mane, and a red-

yo' fbrgit it !"

dish wool grew all over the exposed parts.
The long, curved tusks were ten feet in length.

''See here, me buck--"
"Olar out, or I'se gwine ter scalp yo' wif dis!"

It is awful!" he muttered, holding
rushed for Barney, with the ax uplifted, that the irisl1man his nose. "The mud has hold of the wheels and runners. "
\
Having seen how the Ranger was held, Frank clashed intook flight and fled from the room, gasping:
"Begorry, the naygur's off his nut, an' there'll be a bloody side, and telling the professor what he had seen, he pulled
the levers controliing the side wheel s and driving screw.
ruction here wid me for ther coorpse av I sthay."
Pomp was satisfied.
As they began slowly to revolve, the mud flew up from
them in showers, and the runners haying been thus cleared,
A large ripe grin overspread his mug.
the ascensional force of the gyroscopes lifted the ship np .
"Beat him dat time," he chuckled.
She freed herself this way nnd rose a few feet, then dartI-I e laid aside the ax, and picking tip the oil-can, resumed
And Pomp had such a ferocious look upon his face as be

his work with no further molestation from the Irishman.
All this time the ice boat had been going on up the coast.
In due course of time she reached the bay they were look-

The professor had gone outside.
surface, and going back again, he said to Frank.:

"Very well," said Frank, as he did so.

"We can't do anything with that object in the state it

A queer sensation at once assailed the Ranger.
1

The ground seemed to be sink-ing under the weight of the
Ranger.

ed away.
Then Frank stopped her machinery.
He viewed what little there was of the carcase on the

ing for, and the professor located the lone cedar tree.

Surpri,;ed at this Frank glanc-ed out of the window.
Here a startling sight met his view.

"What a stencl1!

is in now."
"What· do you propose to do?"
"Only carry away the skeleton."
''Strip it of that rotten flesh?"

,

r
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"?:\o; we can let the scavengers of this neighborhood do

that for us."
"How do you mean, doctor?"
Blow the mud away from around that body so as to leave
it exposed. The odor will attract the foxes and the wolves

A mass of black, muddy water ran back into the holes
from the ground and settled around the body of the mammoth.

"Well," asked the professor, "what luck?"
"The body is exposed. Come out here," said Frank, as
here. They will devour the flesh, _Picking the ~ones dry." he wound in the wire with which the shells were' burst.
"If they eat all the rotten meat," said Frank, "as there
Dr. Vaneyke complied, and was well 'satisfied.
aTe tons upon tons of it, there will be enough for an army."
After a short survey, he said:
"As the food here is very scarce," replied the old scient"We'll soon have that skeleton. Wait here awhile, and
ist, "the wild beasts are r avenous, and as there are vast .you will Sf.'e for yourself."
numbers of them, they will soon get away with it."
Over an hour passed by.
"We might try the experiment, anyway."
Then a dismal howling began.
"How shall I go about it, lhank?"
lt was repeated from different quarters.
"I'll attend to it. You keep the ship over the marsh."
'l'hey soon saw wolves and foxes S\Yarming from every diI<'rank went to the storeroom as he spoke, and procured
recLion toward the bod:v of the mammoth.
two fifty-pound bombshells, to each of which he fa stened a
A horrible scene 'followed.
wire.
The wolves fought the foxes to keep them away from the
Taking the111 out on deck, he let them drop one after the
carcase, and began to tear the mammoth to pieces.
other down ir, 1 the mud, on each side of the marnmoth.
. Dozens, hundreds, thousands ca111e from all points of
They · sunk i.tceply by their own weight, coming from a
the compass, and a frightful struggle went on amid snarls
height, and the other ends of the electric wires remained in
and yells, and the flesh was torn from the mammoth's body
l?r;tnk's hand.
;
rapidly.
"Raise the ice ship a hundred feet!" he sang out.
"There's no use remaining here any longer," said Frank,
Dr. Vaneyke complied, there being plenty slack wire at"for it will take several days to finish devouring all that putached to the bombs.
trid meat. Let us leave. We can return and gather up the
Then Frank handed him the ends of the wire, and said :
bones."
"In a minute you can touch them to the battery bi,nding"Where do you intend to go?"
post."
"In search of the Red Eric."
"All right," said the professor, with a nod, and Frank
"Very well."
1rent out again.
Barney and Pomp had come out on deck, and it was
Peering down, he saw that they· were at n safe distance
decided t? send the ice ship down over the Archangel Sea,
from the place where the shells would explode.
"When the ordinary gun-powder shell is fired on the there to wait 9nd watch for the whaler, no objection being
battlefield," he muttered, "if it explocles in front of a man, raised.
It was getting so uncomfortably cold out on deck that our
he will get killed, while if it bursts behind him, the man
will not be injured, for the force is all thrown forward. friends were glad to go inside again.
Row, in this case, as the shells will be burst from the upper
The boat was steered away to the southward.
side, the force will be downward, and that will throw the
They spent a week in the frozen sky, searching for some
trace of the whaler, but failed to sec her.
mud up, I think."
But jllSt here the professor touched the wires to the batFar in the north the ocean was frozen up and .covered
tery, a current passed down to the shells, and they exploded. with drift ice which the currents carried to the southward .
But the warm current of the Gulf Stream kept the RusA smothered roar was heard, and a tremendous mass of
mud was blown so high in the air that some of it spattered sian shore-water clear enough for any ships to pass on to
the upper part of the flying ice ship.
Nova Zembla, so they expected to see the Red Eric come
When it subsided Frank looked down and saw that a huge along any moment.
Every day that went by the weather grew colder.
pit had been rent in the marsh, and in the middle of it laid
the body of an enormous mammoth.
'I'errible hail storms, blinding snow falls and fierce tem-.
The carcase was somewhat mutilated by the shells, but pests were now of daily occurrence.
The thermometer mercury sank bdow zero, and lhe icy
none of the limbs had been torn off.

1
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particles in the frozen t.Ky became so dense that at times
"Good!" cried the scientist. ''We may save the boy yet."
i} formed a mist which t hey could not see through.
The air ship :flew back to Nova Zembla, and headed for
11.~
, i t wn.s ~~1n ' rou:s to go out in it.
the marsh where the mammoth's body had been.
vVhen they reached the place they found nothing but the
These fine needles c;,ttacked their skins so fiercely that it
made their faces bleed and threatened to destroy their sight. animal's skeleton, and took it aboard.
The moon looked like a big, crooked ball of fire, the
Then they started off to find Ben Bolt's ship.
aurora borealis played in beautiful colors in the northern
sky, and the short days grew shorter still.
A suspicion that the whaler was not going to the Kara

CHAPTER IX.

Sea now began to dawn upon Frank's mind.
One morning 'he said to Dr. Vaneyke:
"I fear we have had our joumey here for nothing."

C.AUHT IN .A TRAP.

An immense plain of ice stretched away ahead of the
"Nonsense !" replied the professor. "Isn' t it something
Ranger, and an hour after she started, with Barney at the
to get the bones of that mammoth, Frank?"
wheel, Frank came rushing in from the deck, and cried,
"Of little consequence to me in view of the more importsuddenly:
ant work I have on hand," the inventor replied. "By this
"Let her go for all she's worth!"
time the bones must be picked clean."
"What's the matter?"- asked the startled Celt.
"Then suppose we go back and gather them up."
"Look back there and you'll see!"
"I hav.; no objections."
The Irishman did so, and a pallor over.spread his freckled
Just then Barney called down from the,.--turret:
face as he saw that the Ranger was bemg pursued by an
"Sail ho I Sail ho !"
immense cyclonic cloud which was sweeping over the island.
"When~ away?" cried Frank, running up-stairs.
It extended from the sky to the ground, black as ink,
"Beyant ter ther northaist. But it isn't t her Red Eric." vivid tongues of lightning :flying out of it, and it swept
"How do you know?"
everything before it with irresistible fury.
"Onless rite eyes decaive me it's ther ship Sally Ann."
Blocks of ice were :flying through the air with the force

I

Frank no\v saw the ship.
She was a whaler, cruising along below them.
Barney was right. It was not the Red Eric.
"But perhaps the crew might h.'llow about the latter ves;sel," thought Fran]<, and he said a1oud: "Descend, until
I speak to her captain."

of cannon balls, great clouds of it, ground to powder, rolled
up like a fog before the rush of wind, and a roaring of the
gale arose that sounded dreadful.
Barney put full speed in the driving wheels.
Click, click, click! they dug into the ice, the Ranger
rushed ,on at a tremendous rate, and a wild buzz arose from

While Barney lowered the ice ship, Frank went out on the :flying spokes and from under the steel runners.
.
deck.
"Be heavens! if that thing stroikes us it's all OYer wid
They were soon hovering over the vessel, and he addressed ther Ranger but ther shoutin' !" cried the Celt, nervously.
he1' crew, telling them what the Ranger was, and asking
"We may be able to outstrip it in a race," said Frank.
about the Red Eric.
"It's a-gainin' on us now."
11
"See her?" repeated the captain. "Of course I did. I
We'll hoist the sails."
11
was iri her company several days. She is up in the r orth
Can't we ~·ise in ther air an' escape it?''
now."
f' No; don't you see that it would reach us before we got
"Where am I to find her?" eagerly asked Frank.
above it?"
"She came up from Boston nearly a week ago, and has
wrhrue for you, l\1isther Frank."
gone in to win,ter quarters in N ordenskj old bay."
The inventor dashed out on deck again, where Pomp
"Does she intend to remain there?"
and the doctor then were swiftly unfurling the sails.
I
"Yes-unti1 spring.''
Lending them his assistance, Frank quickly succeeded in
Frank spoke at some length further.

getting the canvas up, and as there was a beam wind they
Then he bade the captain adieu, and said to the professor: hauled around the braces ang_ stays, and the speed of the
~
"Stm>i back for Tchekin bay, and we'll get the mam- Ranger was materially increased.
.

'

's bones. After that, in order to approach the Red
She was now flying over the ice with all the speed at her
unseen, we will go toward her quarters overland."
command, and made a mile a minute.

\
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The terrible cyclone was roaring on in her wake, its ~able
cloud spnc>ading

O\"Cr

"We hold our 01rn

''But we'se gwine t.er lo~e ground\ if we does ..,

a large tract of territory!

''Never mind, Pomp; wc"rc lo,;ing,\ ,anyway."

~o

"Begorra! we're in a bad :fix entoirc'!y f''

far,'' muttered the doctor.

"Golly, eli· am wuss dan a lightuiu" express train," said
Pomp.

"By heading for those cliffs we'll have a free wind," said
Vaneyke.

"It's lucky we've got a clear .field of ice ahead," Frank
"Good! You are right," cried Frank.
remarked, as he clutched the railing. "If we hadn't, that crease our speed."

"That will in-

Around spun the wheel which had been geared to the ice
mQnster woulu soon reach us and hurl the Ranger up in the
air.,,
rudder, and as the boat swung off ou th~ new tack, Frank
• '['hey had to watch the sails closely.
and the coon hastened out, and slackened off the braces.
The camas wa,' bulging as if it would burst from the
Around went the yards.
bolt rope~, and the wheel motors inside were fairly howling
The wind. now caught them free.
as the armatures flew around at the top of the speed imInstantly the sbi p 's s_reed was incre<1sed.
parted by the battery.
They did not feel the wihd, now Lhu L they were going

·. A long Lhey shot, the terrific pace uuuiminishecl, the run- with it, but they continued to lose ground by tacking
ners bumping orer the lumpy spots, crashing across the atlmarL the course of the cyclone, :mel the pelting ice block::
cracks, and plo,ring up the snow they encountered.
continued.
il1ile after mile was covered.
All hand8 11cre kept busy dodging them.
The exciting race was kept up for the northeast, for the
cyclone followed the trend of the land.
Suc1denly tJ1e strain on one of the square sails became so
gTcat that it burst in two with a report like a gun-shot.
In a moment the tattered canvas was wildly flying ahead
from the yard, and as considerable power was lost, the
speed of the Ranger was slightly diminished.

It made a vast difference, for the storm now began to
gradually gain upon the ice ship.
The cloud was only a mile behind them.
u What a misfortune !" muttered Frank, in disgu8t.
"Kain't we rig a new sail, honey?" asked tl1e coon.
" lYe couldn't," replied the doctor. "'vVe haven't got
strength enough. The wind would tctlr the canvas from our
hands."
Just then a shower of small icy lumps carried on in advance of the sto,rm struck the boat.
It rattled against her like a volley of bullets.
Pelted all over, Frank and his companions were obliged
to run into the turret for protection.
The missiles flying through the frozen sky in back of the
first ones were very large.
As the Ranger continued to lose ground she n ow began to
get pelted with these lumps.
EYery blow that struck her gave back a metallic ring and
the clattering clash of the ice breaking.
Barney now observed some vast ice hills off to the northwest about n league, and po.inl;-ing at them, he said:

One of thc<>e blocks struck Pomp in the bae:k and knockcLl
him across the slippery deck.
He would have gone overboard, had Frank not reaclwd
out hi s hand and seized him.
Such a fall would have meant certain death for the darky.
as the ice Bhip would have left h.im astern, and the raging
storm would soon have mached and destroyed him.
The_y conld do nothing :further out there, so in they dorc
again.
'rhe Ranger now resounded from the repeated blows she
received; but she was rapidly nearing the icy cliffs.
Barney worked the wheel like a veteran ice boatman, and
kept his eyes open for pitfalls filled \~ith snow and crevices
that could trip the boat or wedge the runners.
There were many openings among the ice cliffs, and as
the ~anger dashed up to one of them the cyclone was only a
short distance astern of her.
"'l'ake that narrow gorge," cried Frank.
"Shure, it may not go in all ther w~y," expostul~ted
Barney.
"True; but it will afford us

mo~t

protection."

"Jist as you say, me bye."
And into it dashed the ice boat like lightning..
The pass was winding, and the bottom lumpy, and Barney grasped the levers with one hand.
AJl the rest went out to haul clown the sails.
Around a curve. wept the Ranger, as the canva s fluttered

"Faith, it's pertection we'd be afther havin' if we wor ter down, and Barney gave utterance to a startled exclamation
get undher shelter av thim cliffs, sor."
"Steer for them," said Frank.

and hastily cut out the current, for the pass terminated ir
a cul-de-sac.

ELECTRIC ICE SHIP.
rrhe ice ship was plunging with fearful velocity straight the ship over it, for the top of the gorge was too contracted
at the wall that rose to an immense height in front of her. to allow her to fly up and thus pass the barri~r. ·
It seemed for a moment to Barney that she must run
her long bowsprit against the hard wall.
Such a collision would probably smash her to pieces.
He rapidly lowered the side wheels.

../
CHAPTER X.
PLUNGED IN A LAKE.

A conference was held by the four adventurers to devise
Putting on the current, he reversed lhc wheels, and they a mean;,; o.f overcoming the icy barrier choking up the exit
tore through the ice with a terrific ripping sound.
of the ravine, and finally Frank said:
The boat did not pause at once.
"The only way I can see out of the difficulty is to melt
I
She slid along a con iclerable distance, her wheels ripping it."
11p the ice and sending it flying in two strean1s on each side
"How yo' gwine ter do dat ?" aF<kcd Pomp, in perplexity.
of her.
"By means of electric heat,'' promptly answered-Frank.
Barney wa frightened.
Then came a bang as the bo1rsprit struck.
But the shock was not heavy enough to break it.

"Faix, it's a puzzle yer givin' us intoirely," said Barney.
"I'll explain. By forming a wire net over the ice and
charging it with all the heat we use for the boat, the ice

'fhe pole had run into a crevice, and there it was jammed. can gradually be melted away enough to let us get through."
"Such a plan will consume much time," said Dr. Van.Flung down by the collision, every one thought for a few
moments that some serious injury had been done to the eykc, "but as no better solution of the problem can be advanced, let us try it."
~hip.
In this belief they were undeceived, as soon as they got

"By de time we done reach N ordenskjolcl bay," said
Pomp,
''de Red Eric mebbe be gone away."
upon tl1eir feet and saw bow she struck.
"I hope not," Frank said.
~!'h e cyclone had by this time hit the cliffs.
They sa w no more of the cyclone that drove them into the
Huge rrao-meJ?.i" of ice were torn off and hurled in the
air, and a shower oC splintered particles l'Jlincd clown in the pass, and set to work to carry out his idea.
The clays were now so short that most of the work was
ravine.
~one b_v moonlight.
They drove Frank and his companionR inf'i(le.
Frank·. plan operated, but it took a long time to melt
Further retreat ~ras cut o:IT by Lhr ckad lYall. and the
the icy barrier, and deprived of the heat, the interior of
boat could not move any way on account of lhe bowsprit
the Ranger became cold and cheerle""·
being caught.
A day and a night passed before they finally got the ice
All they could do was to wait.
ship out on the icy plain again, and re·umed their jounwy
The storm cloud raged fiercely abou t the cliffs.
over the ground toward ife place where the whal er was in
It seemea to make an e:(l'ort to iear them to pieces.
winter quarters.
In this design it met with ~ome succcsR, but it finally
Tbe question that mo"t troubl<'d them wa whether Ben
passed on, leaving a broacl trail of devm;tation behind, and
Bolt l1ad the :;:hanghaied boy aboard hi ~hip yet.
ending enormous block of ice tJ1lmdcring clown from the
They did not know that he had . contracted with Alfred
cliff top .
Milburn to put Walter Grey out of the way, so the lawyer
Once it had P.assed ahead, Frank and his companions could gain pos ession of the boy's fortune.
broke the ice away from around the bowsprit with axes, and
Nor did Bolt know that the lawyer was in prison, Mrs.
Grey in possession of her Jmsband's fortune, and Frank on
She was then turned around.
his track to rescue the boy.
Going aboard, they ran her back for the entrance to the
The mammoth'~ bones did not interfere with the Ranravine to get Ollt on the icy*plain again.
ger's work, whether she was in the sea, on the ice, or in the
But when theY reached the place where the opening had air, as she was calculated to carry a much greater wei~ht.
.
, they found it blocked up by tons of the iee U1at bacl
Barney and· Pomp were so delighted o1·er their escape
.\
llen down ·from the cliff tops.
from the pa s that they got out the ticlclle and the banJO
and struck up a lively melody a;; the ice ship sped along.
The ice ship ronld not get out.

.

·J<}ycr_v on<' was alarmed by ihie, for the icc blocks were so

~wrpt

Ol'f'T tlw

~ncling

ihc lom:"

'!'he cyclone h11d left•a broad trnil whrrr it

igh and thick that they saw no po. sible means of getting icc, bnnbling great blocks here and there,
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snow up in great drifts and sweeping the ice perfectly clean.
"Out across toward him, doctor."
"Had the Ranger been caught in its grip," said Frank,
Vaneyke was about to carry out this order when the ice
"there woula by this time have been nothing left of 4Ier." suddenly began to crack and snap under the boat like a vol"Then it's lucky we ran into that cul-de-sac," answered ley of artillery.
Faneyke.
Then it broke in.
" Jow to locate Nordenskjold Bay."
Down sank ' the Ranger in the midst of the smashing
·• I rs on the northwest coast, ain't it?"
ice, and a tremendous upheaval of the water.
"Yes," a.nswered Frank.
'l'h e r~ was a 1ake benea th tl1e thi n we
· wh'1ch emp t'1e d m
· to
''Why di~ Ben Bolt go there?"
tlie
sea.
·
1

I

·'Very likely to avoid the whalers in the strait."

::Yo~

h~

ha~

obj~ct~

d.oi~g

:.::lhe had gone into this.

thin.k
m.ust have
an
in so
?" \ It was low tide, and much of the water had run out from
1t lS my lmpreSSlOn.that he )et has tl.e "hruJghaied boy ' under the sheet of ice, SO that when the. boat broke through

on his craft, and did not want the other whalers to know it. she went down :five feet before she touched the water.
In a lonely, desolate place like the bay is where the Red
The ice over a large area had split and caved in all
Eric lies, he can put the unlucky boy out of the way, and no around the Ranger.
one will be the wiser. Don' t you see the point?"
It was to go around the lake that the deer had been going
"That's just what I thought, Frank."
in a circle was now very evident.
At this moment a :fine big reindeer bounded into view
~
A cake o£ the ice struck Frank a violent blow and knocked
from behind a mass of icy blocks.
him overboard into the freezing water.
The beast cast a frightened glance of its big soft eyes at
Scarcely had he la..11cled in the brine when down came
the boat, and wheeling around, it sped away.
the ice upon his head, and he was buried out of sight.
''There's :fine game !" ejaculated Frank.
Pushed under the water, he sank to a considerable depth.
"For those who can catch it."
·when he arose his head was under the ice.
"I think we could drop him.' '
It held him under the water so he could not breathe.
''With a rifle?"
For an instant Frank '"as f:O bewildered that he felt sure
"Yes; if I can get in range."
It
he was gojng to drown; then he pulled his faculties together,
''Try it."
and realizing his position, he dove under and swam under
"You take the wheel."
water.
'l'l1e professor grasped the spokef', put on more speed,
It was lucky for him that be went in the right direction,
and Frank took a rifle and went out on deck.
for he came up in clear water beside the boat.
The deer was speeding over the ice like the wind, and the
Had he not done so he certainly would have drowned.
ice boat rushed after it furiously.
Grasping one of the runners, he held himself up until he
A loud buzz arose from the wheels and a crackling from
got
his breath, and then climbed to the deck.
under the big steel runners.
No one knew what had befallen him until he went inside
Fast as the deer was going, the animal was no match £or
the huret, where he folmd Barney and Pomp with the docthe ice ship, and it gradually bore clown upon the creature.
tor.
"The deer is going in a long curve," said the doctor.
"Good Heaven! what does this mean?" asked the latter.
"Can't you cut across ilie curve and head it off?" asked
"Knocked overboard by a cake of ice."
Frank.
"
Lord amassy, chile, why didn' yo' yell?" asked Pomp.
'
"Yes. That will bring us nearer the sea coast."
"I scarcely had time to even breathe.''
"Go ahead, then. I want to get in range."
"Yer'd better change yer clothes an' take a sup o' whisThe deer was heading for the coast; but, for some reason,
key," advised Barney; "or, be heavens! it's a cowld in yer
was describing a sort of semi-circle.
Dr. Vaneyke, instead of steering along in the animal's head yez will catch."
Frank laughed and dove down-stairs.
h·acks, now took a short cut with the boat.
When he returned in a change of clothing, he showed
Only half ~he distance to the shore was covered when
ill effects from his involuntary cold bath.
'Fr~nk raised hi s rifle and fired.
The deer bounded up in the air and fell dead.
"T{mrilh! You've dropped him!" cried the pro£essor.

He found his companions devising a means of getting
of the trap into which the cleer had lured them.
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·" The only way to do is to start the gyroscopes revolving," said Frank. "Let her land near the dead deer."
This plan was carriecl out.
The boat landed on solid ice again.
As soon as the ice ship landed beside the carcase of the
deer Frank went around and secured the best portions of it.
'l'hen they resumed .their joi.uney to the northward.
Numerous indentations were met with along the coast,
and a keen lookout was kept for the whaler.
• As they proc~eded the ice grew rougher.
Mighty cliffs rose here and there, vast glaciers were

"How will you go about it?"
''I'm going down alone to investigate. "
"That's a dangerous piece of business."
"Very true, sir; but I am not afraid to venture."
"Well, we will keep a sharp watch upon your movemente
from up here, and if we see that you need our assistance,
all hands will be ready to go down to your aid."
"That suits me."
· And so saying, F rank armed himself with a brace of
pneumatic pistols and a knife, and leaving the Ranger, he
strode away.

crossed, valleys were traversed, and they had to skirt the
bases of huge rocky ridges and towering mountains.
·Everything presented a wild and picturesque appearance,
perfectly desolate as far as humanity was concerned, and
teeming with birds and beasts.
How these creatures subsisted in that barren region was
mystery; but it was clear that they gained a very meager
ving, as was evidenced by their gaunt, bony forms.
League after league was passed over.
Finally Frank made a calculation, and referring to a
chart, he ~aid to his friends in the cabin :
"We must be very close to Nordenskjold bay now."
"Faix, it's no soign av a bay have I seen in some toime."
"Neither have I;'' said the doctor.
"But the distance traveled warrants the belief that we
are near it," persisted Frank.
Barney was just 3 bout to reply when there came a yell
from Pomp, up in the turret.
"Dar's a anchored ship now !"
Every one was startled.
They rushed up-stairs.
Off to the right they saw the vessel.
As soon as Frank saw her he cried:
"It is the Red Eric!"
The whaler, stripped of her canvas, was moored to the
of a large bay in a great basin below an emincnr;e

At some distance from the boat, he observed a cleft in the

which the ice ship had just come to a pause.

CHAPTER XI.

\ .BEARDING THE LION IN HIS DEN.
The appearance of Captain Ben Bolt's ship so close by
a thrill through the crew of the Hanger.
Not a soul was to be S<'en itpon the whaler, and Frank
once caused the ice ship to recoil out of sight.
"Well." said Dr. Van<'yke, "there is th<' ~hip we arc after.
ow wha t clo you intend to clo about it, Frank?"
First ascertain iE Walter Grey is aboard of her."

ice, down which he could go to the shore of the bay.
'l'he water in which the whaler floated was open in the
middle, but the shores were frozen up, excepting for a
stretch that extended outward from where the boat laid.
Frank made his way down to the shore.
It was then quite dark.
'l'he young inventor started toward the ship.
He diclnot see a.ny one upon her.
But there was a man's face pressed against a partecl
curtain at one of the bull's-eyes in the stern.
He was intently watching the inventor.
'l'his individual was Ben Bolt.
He was astonished to see Frank, but did not recognize
him in the fur costume he wore, for the hood covered most
of the young man's face to ward off the cold.
Frank walked from one end of the boat to the other. I
Finding a ladder at the side, he made his way up to the
deserted ice-covered deck and saw a light in the cabin windows.
From down in the forecastle came the sound of sailors'
voices, and a stream of smoke was pouring up from a funnel
in the der:k, showing that the whalers had fires going below
decks.
He hau scarcely observed this when the cabin door wa~
opened.
The captain strode out, mut1ied up in heavy clothing.
"Hello, thar !" he exclaimed.
"Hello yourself !" replied Frank.
"Whar d'you hail from?"
"My ship, in another section."
"What craft is that?"
"'l'he Hanger."
''Whaler?"
"No; :m exploring boat."
"Ob, 1 sec. ·won "t von come inside?"
"I don't mind. Tfs bitterly cold out here."
'l'he captain led 1.1w way into his cabin, pnd Frank fol·
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lowed him, closing and locking the door, and taking the chased you all the way here from Boston to rescue Walter
Grey-·"
key.
Not another man was in the cozy little room.
"Sit down," said Bolt, pointing to a chair beside the

"II don't know nothin' about him," growled Bolt.
·'That's an infamous lie, for I saw Alfred Milburn carry

table.
"Thank you," replied Frank, complying, and Bolt seated
himself opposite.
"Now give us an account of yourself."
"Well," replied Frank, "I'm searching for a c-Brtain
party."
~~Shipwrecked crew?" queried the captain, curiously.

him aboard of this ship when you and your two men were
at me. Before I left Boston Mrs. Grey was out of the lunatic asylum and Milburn was forced to disgorge her fortune.
He is n'ow in prison for what he did."
The feelings of Ben Bolt upon hearing this were indescribable.
•
~
He realized that' the plot had been exposed which made I
"No," replied Frank, fixing a keen glance on the man, him liable for complicity, and reasoned at once that he had
"A stolen boy."
lost al~ chance of getting the extra $2,500 Milburn offered
"What!" roared Bolt, wi~h a sudden start.
to pay him for putting the boy out of the way.
"A boy who was shanghaied."
Indeed, he now stood a good chance to go to prison fo;l
"
"The deuce!" gasped the captaiu, excitedly.
what he had done in the matter.
"His name is Walter Grey."
"Ther game's up !n he groaned.
"By thunder!" roared Bolt, turning pale.
"Yes," assented Frank. "All the lies you utter
"And he was carried off on this ship from Boston."
will not avail you in the least. If I like I can taoile you a
With a wild glare in his eyes, the captain regarded Frank and put you in jail. But I will be easy with you."
as. if he were son;e horrible apparition.
"Yes, y~ !"eagerly said the captain.
"That voice!" he muttered, rising.
"Bnt only under one condition."
"Do you 'recognize me?" asked the inventor, uncoYcr·
"What is it?"
ing his face.
"You must give up the boy."
A yell of alarm escaped the captain when he saw w11o his
A look of despair crossed the captain's face. ·
caller was, and he recoiled a step, exclaiming :
Frank saw the expression, and began to feel uneasy.
"Ther feller wot I shot !"
He waited a few moments, ancl as the captain said noth-

"Yes," assented Frank, as he whipped out a pistol and
covered the wretch with it; "and if you utter a word to betray me to your crew, I'll put a ball in your brain."
"For God's sRke, don't shoot!"
"Fall on your knees!"
"Yes, yes!" said Bolt, and down he went.
"Now lie on your face !"
"I won't!"
"Quick!"
"Yes, yes!"
And down he went.
Frank smiled and glanced around.
There were plenty things to tie him with.
The inventor secured a long, stout lanhrd.
"Place your hands behind your back!" he ordered.
"Don't kill me!" whined the captain, as he obeyed.
"I won't, if you behave. I'll simply render you helpless
~o you can't show any treachery."
And Frank bound the captain's arms behind his back.
Bolt was then allowed to sit up.
He was pale and agitated be~'ond all measure.
"Now, see here, my man!" said Frank, sternly, "I've

ing, he cried:
"Well, well! Why don't you answer?"
·'I can't do wot yer want."
"'Yhy not?"
'"Cause I ain't got ther lad."
"You haven't?"
"No."
"Where is he?"
"Sent adrift."
"Explain yourself."
"Yesterday this craft was on ther sea. A quarter
wuz towin' astarn, ther boy in it1 a-paintin' ther ship.
Ther rope must ha' broke, leavin' him adrift on ther
'cause we found ther end of rtler broken painter, an'
ther quarter boat."
Frank eyed him searchingly.
/
He was a good reader of character, and realized that
Bolt was telling the truth about the matter.
"What time yesterday did this occur?" he asked.
"In ther afternoon, about three o'clock."
"Where was this ship?"
"Two leagues from land, off the mouth of this bay."
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··What doing?"

up into Lhe air over their heads, and before they could re-

" Huntin' for a whale one of ther men seen ."
''That settles it. I'm going to look for that boy.

cover from their surprise he was far beyond their reach.
Pomp now rushed out upon deck.

If I
find that you have committed any crime in this case, I shall

Assi sting Barney, they pulled Frank up.
As soon as he reached the deck ho t hankc·u his friends

run you down and put you in jail."

The captain was silent.
foT their timely assistance and going into the turret with
He had secretly cut the painter, leaving the boy adrift. them he explained what Ben Bolt confessed to him.
But thia he of course kept to himself.
Frank unlocked the door and flung it open, when the
cnptain caught sight of some of his men on deck.
''Help!

"The case looks hopeless now," said the professor.
" [ don't agree with you," said Frank.
'·How can you expect to find th e boy?"'

Help!" he yelled.

"By searching. of course. Yon nm~t remember that the
"Shut np !" exclaimed Frank.
Gulf Stream s1reeps along this share. It wonld carry the
•· Shoot that :fellow! He tried to kill me!" proceeded quarteT boat along with it. ',,rr ;,m::;t l'ollow its rourse."
'olt.
"Are yez slnue ther captain c1 icln't lie?" [u;ked Barney.
''Villain!" cried the inventor, angrily.
"I notiC;ed that one of the quarter boats waR missing.
He saw the men rushing aft, and not to get caught ;J a That fact 8eems to bear out 11·h,1 t he asserted."

P· he hastrned out upon deck.
On(• of the men ha(l a pistol, and ~eeing Frank, fired at

"Bnt mebbe the boy got asho','' suggC"sted Pomp.
"liP might," Frank admith·d; "lJUt if the boat was tow-

ing, she 1rould not be apt to 1 ,ay(> ours in her by means of
'I he ball chipped a piece out of the side of hi s jacket, and which Grey could row her."
te :tt once hot the man down.
"Why don't you think so?" tt~kcd the professor.
A yell arose :f'rom the others, and they ran up forward .
"Because," replied Frank, ~igniflrantly, "if it was to the
Frank rushed to the side and hastened down the ladder.
financial interest of Ben Bolt to have the boat break loose

No sooner had he reached the ·ground than the rest or the he would have taken :nighty great pains to see that no oars
crew came tumbling up from below.
were in the boat."
The inventor saw that an encounter with the whole crew
"Den yo' fink de boat wuz bmk loose apuppose, honey?"
d be a very serious matter.
"M:ost decidedly I do. I can see the hand of Capt!lin
He therefore started to run away, when they all came Ben Bolt in thht rascally deed most plainly."
arming over the ice after him.
"How shall I steer the Ranger ?"
With loud cries of hostility they started nff in pursuit of
"Up the coast, doctor."
They left the Red Eric out of sight astern in the gloom,
and were soon flying over the sea close to the shore.
CHAPTER XII.

The rays of the searchlight were bent down.
Sweeping the coast and sea continually as the boat was

THE BOY AND THE WOLVES.

"Frank!

lowered, there was not much chance of an object so large

Frank!''

as a quarter boat being missed by its broad glare of light.
This cry startled the inventor.
The Ranger hovered but one hundred feet above the sea.
He glanced up and saw the ice ship launch itself into the
She went along very slowly.
and come sailing toward him.
To the 16ft lay a great patch of clear, open water, in
Vaneyke was in the turret, and it was he who shouted.
The professor darted the searchlight

d()Wll

of the whalers, bringing them to a pause.

into· the which no ice could stay without melting.
This was the northern arm of the Gulf Streani.

Barney had gone out on deck with a rope.
end was tied to the rail, ancl the other was dangling

Supper was served.

.

Our friends now kept watch two by two .
Outside it was frightfully cold, !or the thermometer

s the boat swept over him, Frank grasped the noose in mercury had fallen to thirt~'-fi ve degrees below zero.
end o:f' the line, and shouted cheerily:
The air 11·a~ fogged around the boat by clouds of fine
needles of ice, through which the moonlight shone, making
I've gcit it!"
the sky gleam and glisten like polished silver.
p went the Ranger the next moment.
/
To go out in this frozen moisture of air, leaving an
o the ·astonishment of the pursuers Frank was whirled

/
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part of the body exposed, meant frost bites of the severest
It looked as if it were the bed of a great mountain torkinds, as our friends knew by experience.
rent.
The well-defined trail passed into this place, and the
'l'he night passed wearily away.
When day came, no sunlight appeared until eleven Ranger followed it up into the gloomy defile.
o'clock.
Frank had to raise the boat every few moments, as the
path sloped at an acute angle.
Even then it only lasted three hours.
"It hardly seems probable that the boat could have
After awhile they reached a level plateau at the top of
landed here," said Frank. "That shore ice would keep it the cliffs and observed that the trail ran to the left.
away.''
The Ranger etill pursued it.
"There's more likelihood of it having been crushed by the
"How fortunate that no wind or snow storm occurred
floating ice cakes," replied the professor.
here since these tracks were made," commented Frank.
Just then Barney came in from the deck.
"Had it occurred the trail would have been eliminated."
"Shtop her!" he exclaimed.
"Wha' de deuce dat chile gwine up heah fo' ?" asked
Pomp.
"What for?" demand~d Frank.
"Shure, I see thcr quarter boat."
"He must have bad some purpose in view for doing i
"You do? Where?"
"Begorra, there's no ind to ther spalpeen's walkin'," sa
the Irishman. "It's off we'll.foind his legs when we
"We've passed it."
Frank lowered the Ranger, turned her around, and flung across him."
the light ahead at a spot indicated by the Irishman.
It was a heap of pack ice on the frozen coast.
Jammed in among the ice was a boat.
The position of lhe boat, half buried under the shelving
ice, was such that it was almost hidden from view.

··Hark! Wha t's that?" interposed Frank.
They all listened.
For awhile deep silence ensued.
Then they heard a faint, distant cry.
It came from the direction they followed.
And it was in a human voice, too.
"Some one in distress," said the professor.
"Wha dem yudder voices?" asked the coon.
"Wohes !" cried Frank after a pause.

"No wonder we missed it," said Frank.
"Faix, I'd a misht it meself," replied Barney, "only I
had a telescope in me fisht, so I did.''
The Ranger was brought to a pause above the boat a few
"Faith, it's afther ther lad they must be!" cried Barney
yards, they saw that it was empty.
"I'll hurry the boat along," said Frank.
It contained no oars.
At the bow was a painter with a frayed end.
But just as he was about to do she sank to the ground
Frank eyed the ice with a glass, and aw a mantle of snow her gyros:opes having almost stopped whirling.
on it.
"Heavens ! What's this?" gasped Vaneyke.
Presently he gave utterance to an exclamatiop.
"By jingo! A trail!"

"Something must have happened to the dynamo."
"I'se gwine down fo' to see."

"We can use the batteries on the runner wheels
"What?" eagerly asked Dr. Vaneykc.
"There's n. track of human footprints in the snow on cried Frank.
the ice that run in toward the coast yonder."
He started them going and followed the trail easier
"Made by Walter Grey?"
At the arne moment he heard a terrible noise up
mountain
and saw an enormous snow slide coming d
"The marks are small, evidently those of a boy's feet."
the side toward them.
"Frank, I think we will find him now."
"I hope so, professor. Anyway, we'll follow the tracks."
011ce this mass of tons upon tons of snow fell on t
He kept the flying macHine within a few yards of the ice, the ice ship would be buried.
The Ranger was now rushing ahead again down a
and sent her slowly along inland toward some steep cliffs.
The enormous precipices towerzd up a thousand feet in declivity that terminated at the edge of the lofty cliffs.
Ahead Frank now saw a boyish figure in the midst
the air, and formed the base of a tremendous mountain,
pack of ravenous wolves.
whi ch stood on the verge of the sea.
Along went the Ranger, and she presently drew close to
He was armed with a revolver, with which he was
the base of the cliffs.
into them, while he shrieked to frighten them away.
Here n big beach was seen.
Up to him rushed the ice ship.
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Barney ran out on deck, and stood at the side of the boat
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ment Frank first turned on the lever; but as it required a
few seconds for the current to get them spinning fast

to render the boy aid.
enough to buoy the ship up, they had not sustained the
"Pomp I" screamed Frank, "is the dynamo fixed?"
Ranger
immediately.
"Yassah !" came the reply. "Only a wire got unfastened."
As oon as the ice boat gained its equilibrium in the air,
"There's a wall ahead. We can't go much further this however, she came to a pause and hung there.
The avalanche of sno\Y poured over the cliff and fell with
way, Frank."
"I'll ha.ye ao go over the edge of the cliff, then, doctor.'' a dull roar down upon the ice below.
"Good heavens !"
"God bless me sow1!" said Barney. "We're fl.oyin' !"
Into the pack of wolves rushed the boat, scattering the
"Is this the end of us ?" asked a trembling voice beside
howling beasts right ancl left, and a scream of joy burst him.
from the boy's lips when he saw h er coming.
It was the boy who spoke, and he gazed around shudderingly, for he thought they were going to drop to the earth.
CHAPTER XIII.
OFF THE CLIFF.

·'Shtop ther Ranger-quick!"
" 1.\.ll right. Barney. "
"Give us yer hand, me bye."
''Here you are, sir."
"All roight, Frank, go ahead. I've got him."
And up on the deck Barney hoisted the boy in a twink-

He was the same boy whom Frank had made an effort to
defend in Boston, and he wore the same na.tty cap and military school uniform beneath a rough coat much too big for
him.
His wan, pale face bore tl1e stamp of great suffering, too.
Barney shook his head and replied :
"We're safe ! Shure, this i a fl.yin' machine."
"Oh-I sec !"
"Come· inside>, me bye."
H e led Walter Grey into the turret.
The poor .fellow was half frozen.

Frank looked up and eaw the avalanche of snow almost
them and then glanced ahead.
Our friends warmed him up, fed him, put fur clothing on
Many mighty ice blocks obstructed the Ranger's path,
and as she could not turn around and retrace her course, him, and finally told /him all about what had happened in
resolved to try a desperate plan.
Boston, and their subsequent search for him .
He determined to rush off the top of the cliff.
He was amazed at. the story.
Accordingly he splm the wheel around and the boat
When it was finished, he said :
shed like lightning to the edge of the precipice.
"I had a hard time o£ it aboard the Red Eric "·hen I reAs quick as a fla~h he pulled the gyroscope lever.
vived from the drug. Bolt made me work with the crew.
T o hi~ honor lhe wheels did not lift the boat at once.
'l'J.1ere I got nothing but kicks and cuffs, poor fare and hard
Were ibey madly da hing to their doom?
work. At the time they were looking for the whale I was
Death seemed certain if they went off lhc cliff, but it was
late to do anything else now, as he could not stop her,
or had he room to swerve her aside.
A cold ..weat burst out all over him.

towing astern mixing paint in a quarter boat. Ben Bolt
appeared at the taffrail and cut the painter. I \\'as left
adrift. No attention was paid lo my cries. The current
carried me to where you foun ~l the boat. Thinking I
"Heavens!" he gasped. "Pomp told me the c1ynamo was might find some one on shore, I went up on the cliffs. A

pack of wolves attacked me. I bad a pistol which I found
A shout of intense horror escaped Frank's companions, aboard the Red Eric, but it did little good. If you hadn't
as the boat leaped like a cannon-ball from that appall- arrived just in time, the beasts would haYe killed me."
height, every one instinctively grasped something to
"Then Captain Ben B?l1 deliberately cut you adrift?"
himsdf.
asked Frank.
Far out from the cliff shot the Ranger.
"Yes. More--he aid, as he did it, 'I've been waiting £or
was closely pursued by the avalanche.
this chance to put you out of the way, T won't let it slip !'
one gave a gasp as the boat began to fall.
That 8howed me that he thirsted for m:v life."·
when they observed that sl1e went clown very slowly,
«I'Jl make him answer for his ev il work!" declared
re<llizc(1 that they wrre not doomed yet.
Frank.
the gyroscopes had been revolving from Lhe

mo-l

''How do ..rou mean, :Mr. Reade?"

Jill"""

~
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"Why, I'll make a prisoner of him, carry him back to

"Wha' de matter?" chuckled Pomp, grinning harder
than ever b~hind his face protector.

Boston, and put him in prison for his wickedness."

"D'yez yer moind ther legs av me?"

"Do you know where to find him?"

·, "Dey's long enough."

"Why, yes; in N ordenskjold bay''
"Don't you think he will leave there after what hap-

"It's paralyzed they are.

I'm dyin' from me toes up-

ards."

pcJled ?"
'·Probably; but he can't cscHpe me, though."

"Why doan· yer git up?"

The flying ice ship was teered down the coast again.

"I can't.

When she reached the ba)·, F'rank found the ship gone.

''I'se gwine ter see 'bout dat," said Pomp.

All power have left me intoirely.".

.. She certainly clid not go nortlmard," said the inventor

"Howlcl yer gob!" roared Barney, angrily. "Is it laughto bi::: friends. " 'Ye 1rould hare secn her if 8he had. There- in' ycz a1·c at a dead man? Be heavens, I'll bate ycz black
fore we must go to the southward to find her."
an' blue!"
"Perhaps she has gone to the strait."
And he gave Pomp a thump in the neck that made him
·· 'rhat's tl1c on lv open place in which she could find a see stars.
"Glory to de lamb!" roared the coon.
sail' refngc,'' S<lid Frank. "We return to the Norwegian

"Wha' fo' yo'

soak me dat way, yo' ole scallawag-h'm ?"

fishing station''
According to this plan, they continued on to the south-

And so saying h~ rushed up at Barney, grabbed him by
the nose with a vise-like grip, and gave that organ such a

ward.

On the follo\ring morning the doctor was at the wheel, twist that Barney roared and clinched him.
·and BarnE'y went on deck to examine the hore with a glass.

For a few moments they struggled, but as Barney could

Warmly clothed as the lrishman was, he shiver d, for not move his feet, the coon had the best o.C it.
the moisture oYer the Gulf Stream was very dense, and

c~n-

He was just going to pull Barney's hair when

genlcd into thosc tine, penetrating particles in greater pro- came out on d;rk and shouted wrathfully at them.
.ru~ion

Up jumped Pomp and inside he rushed to escape

here than elsewhere.

scolding which Frank now poured out at the Iri ~h mnn.

They seemed to fairly go through his furs.
His eyes

\\WC

protected by goggles, and he l1ad drawn

on a pair o.f l'ur overshoes, which were

~t{apped to

"Didn't I send you out here to look for the strait?"

his legs. asked.

Pomp had assisted him to put those pattcns on 1rith a
most suspiciou:s ki!:cl of zeal, whic:h Barney failed to observe.

"Yis, sor," groaned Barney.
"'Get up from there."
"Yis, sor," and the Celt complied.

The Irishman stood at U1e stern for a few minutes watching the shore with his glass; then he attempted to return to
the interior.

"Come here !"

I

"I can't !"
"Why can't you?"

He could not budge an inch.

"Me legs rafnscs ter boodge, sor."
Frank saw that he could not move, and walking over

A look of surprise overspread his face.
"Begob, I'm shtuck !" he gasped.

t.he Irishman, he knelt down and examined his shoes.

Then he made a secane\ effort to walk away.

He quickly detected the cause of Barney's plight.

It proved Lo be as fuhle as the first, and the expression of

"Did you soak the soles of your fur boots in hot wa

perplexity upon his face deepened into one of blank dis- before you came out in this freezing temperature("
may.
"Howly jim-jams!" l1e ejaculated.

asked.
a :Me legs is that

"Why, no, sor," replied Barney, in astonishment.
"Well, they've been treated that way, and are frozen

numb I've lost control av thim intoirely."

He st111ggled frantically to move, but fell on 1i.is back, to the deck.''
the soles of his fur shoes glued to the deck tenaciously.
"Uurdher !'' he howled, "I'm a goner.

"Arrah, it wuz koind ther naygur wnz ter help me on

Hey, Pomp! 'em," said ~arney.

"A v coarse he didn't do it, but if

Hey, Pomp!"

will onstharp thim fer me, I'll folly that coon an' bate
"Wha' yo' 'ran', honey?" responded the coon, rushing :fl.ure wid his liver."

out of the turret with a broad grin on his ebony face.
"Send for a lawyer till I make me will. I'm a corpse!"

"Up to his jokes again," sighed Frank, as hej released
IriRhman.

"But let it pass, Barney, for there's the

..
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"Yes; and you kno\~ what to expect now," said the boy.
, and we'll have to !'<pend our time looking for the
•
"What kin yer do? I ain't done no harn:."
ler instead of playing practical jokes."
a, ye've saved ther loire av ther coon," said Bar~.For shanghaing this boy aw attempting to kill him "
, as he left his fur soles stuck fast to the deck and has- said the inventor, "you can be sentenced to a long term
prison."
doctor had turned the ice ship to the leeward.
"Are yer gain' ter take me off<)( my ship?"
eped along inland over the strait, and in a couple of
"Yes; and you'll go back a prisoner with me:"

~

reached the Xorwegian fishing station.
This announcement started the captain ~wea ring furiFrank glanced down he saw four ships.
ously, and to put an end to it Frnnk had him confined
were the three he had seen there before and the Red aboard the Ranger; where be was no longer heard.
A severe lecture was given to his crew, and they were
told to clear out of the strait with the Red Eric. '
CHAPTER XIV.
'l'his they hastened to do.
CONCLUSION.
The whalers who had m;1dc their quarters at the settle-

Frank and his friends remained at the station several

t saw the air shif:l almost as soon as our friends saw days.
It was then d€cided to return homr.
vessels, for the searchlight of the Ranger was brightly
';rhe mechanism of the flying machine was accordingly
blazing.
All hands surrounded the flying machine as soon as she well overhauled, and when eYerything \\"fl~ in readiness for
nded, and one of the captains pressed forwar!l and cried : departure, our friends took leave of thr \\"hnlers.
Going aboard the Ranger, lier gyroscopes were put in
''\Ye've captured the whole crew of the Red Eric for you,
motion,
and she so:n:ed up into the frozen sky.
searched their craft, but hang me if we can tina the boy
A favoring breeze was encountcre,l, the canvas was shaken
For the very good reason that I've got him," answered onf, aml under the additional speed thus imparted, she
quickly left cold Nova Zembla out of sight.
She remained in a frozen sky until she reached the North
called the boy out, and while standing at the side
Atlantic,
and finally got back in a latitude where the day~
e Ranger, Walter told the whalers his pitiful story.
incensed them against Captain Bolt, and by the time <tnd nights were what they 11·erc accustomed to.
Every one was plea;;;cd over the success of their trip, for, •
boy had finished his recital, m"any threat was muttered
in spite of the hardships they endured, they had saved Walthe rascally captain.
"Let's hang tht villain at the yardarm of his craft r' ter Grey, secured the skeleton of the mammoth, and captured Ben Bolt.
There was an ugly prospect ahead of Dr. Vaneyke,
Don't use violence," remonstrated Frank.
though, for he knew that upon his return to Readestown he
on'll pnt him through the courts?"
I owe the rascal a debt of would have to answer for the murder of which he was accused.
5 ,,<u,ce for once having shot me, and on another occasion
Being entirely innocent, though, he did not shrink from
ng his men to try to murder me."
one. We'll put him in your it, for he felt sure of being able to vindicate himself of the
crime which had driven them adrift in the frozen sky.
The flying machine finally crcssed the ~tlant i c.

a

•u

fir<;t mate's a good man, and can manage her."
She finally reached the suburbs of Boston and landed in
Bring him to me, then, and I'll lock him up aboard private ground in the dead of night, so that no one but the
owner knew of her being there, and he had no objections.
The bones of the mammoth were here unshipped, and
of the sailors were dispatched aboard the Red
b'een packed in a number of cases were sent to Washhaving
c in a boat. ,
they returned, they not only had the captain with ington.
This done, Crrptain Ben Bolt was placed in the hands of
, but he was shackled hand and foot.
cast a baleful glance at Walter Grey when he saw him the police, •wl1o already knew how he shanghaied Walter
Frank's party, and snarled, in ugly tones:
they've found ye, hey?"

Grey.
Wheld the additional charges were lodged against hjm ,
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he wa finally sentenced to a long term or imprisonment,
The next moment the flying air ;;hip shot up in the
and went to join the rascally lawyer, Allred Milburn.
and disappeared in the dark storm cloud.
Having disposed of the captain, Frank next took Walter
A week afterward, when her batteries gave out, she
Grey home to his mother.
into the ocean thousands of miles away and was swano,
up.
The meeting of the mother and son was very touching.
Our friends were scrry enough to lose her, but gla
When they got over their first transport::; of joy they
save
their lives, and finally descended the interior
turned to speak to Frank, and tl1ank the generous young
of the spire and reached the ground in safety. ·
inventor for what he had done for them.
They returned to Frank's house, where they were
But Frank was gone.
greeted by the inventor's family.
He had quietly gone away.
On tho following d:ty Frank \rcnl
Returning to the Ranger, the inventor boarded her with
police
Rlatio 1, ~O the doctor could surrender himself.
his friends, and headed her for the west.
Here, to tl1eir joy, they found that the real murderer
Her destination was Readcstown.
been
exposed, and was then in prison awaiting trial.
She made rapid headway toward the pretty little city,
He was the man who had accused the doctor of the
Barney playing his fiddle and Pomp thumping his banjo.
The weather was very stormy.
two men going to the scene of the crime had witnessed
W11en they reached Readestown the wind was blowing a villainy.
gale, and as they attempted to land in Frank's grounds, the
That cleared Dr. Vaneyke, and the detective who
made
such a desperate effort to capture him was very
storm caught the flying ice ship and drove it toward a
fuse in his apologies for what he had done to annoy him.
church steeple.
The professor then left Readestown and went to W
Frank made a desperate effort to steer it away, but failed
ington
to attend to the articulation of the m
to succeed, for it struck the steeple with a terrific shock.
skeleton.
"Throw over the grapnel!" screamed Frank.
"What's the matter?" gasped Barney.
As for Frank and Barney and Pomp, they were
"The gyroscope lever is broken!"
much chagrined over the loss of the Ranger, but finally
The flying ice boat would have gone up, up, up, high in got all about her when the inventor announced his
the sky until it had been repaired had not the inventor tion to build a new contrivance with which they
make a journey.
caused the grapnel to be thrown over.
Let us not anticipate, however.
It caught in one of the windows in the steeple.
We have :mother tale ready for our readers about
Every moment the gale was slamming the boat against
new marvel, which will appear next week in the
the spire, threatening to demolish the Ranger.
Reade series, and as we will meet with the three
If that happened she was apt to fall to the gJ.'Ound and
again, let us pause here.
kill her crew, and Frank realized it.
It made him desperate.
"We will have to abandon her!" he cried at last.
"Can' yo' sen' her down?" asked Pomp.

THE END.

"Not till the gyroscope lever is repaired. It would oe.\
cupy an hour or two to do that. In the meantime we may
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get killed."
MINE," which will be the next number (26) of the"
"What shall we be afther doin, sor?'' questioned Barney.
Reade Weekly Magazine."
"Slide down the anchor rope to the steeple."
There was no alternative.
They thought they could get the air ship when the storm
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this
blew ·over, so Barney and Pomp tied their fiddle and banjo
to their back and all hands hastened out on deck.
Grasping the grapnel rope they slid down one after another to the steeple and safely reached a platform there.
Scarcely was this done when the wind caused the Ranger to give a sudden plunge, and the graprlel tore itself free.
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No: 31. HQW TQ. BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fourTHE STAGE.
41. THE BOYS 01!' NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE teen IllustratJous, g1vmg the different positions requisite to become

SOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
chis wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Containing a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
•and Irish. Alsc end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and !lmateur sho .
No. 45. THE BOY OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
...ND JOK:W BOOK.
omething new and very instructive. Every
'JY should obtain this ook. as 1t contains full instructions for or- .anizing an amateur instrel troupe.
No. 65. ~IULDOON JOKES.-,-This is one of the most original
foke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
ontains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc.. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
ell
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good St:·~stantial joke should
L obtain a copy immediately.
1.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing corns "lete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
•tage; together with the duties of the Stage l\Ianager, Prompter,
Sceni! Artist and Property Man. By a Pl'Ominent Stage l\Ianager.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the lat•\ ~st jo es, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
~ ~tver popular German comedian.
Sixty-four pages; handsome
'{1 -:olored covel' containing a half-tone ,photo of the author.
a

a good ~peaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a.ll the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the most
Simple and conc1se manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'l'E.-Giving ru1es for conducting dt>bates, outlmes for debate~, questions for discussion and the best
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtation arf<
fully Pxpluined by this little book. Besides the various methods ot
bar.dkerchiE'f, fan. glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation it con·
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers {vhich I$!
i.n.teresting to everybody, both old and young . . You cannot' be happ
Without one.
No. 4. HOW '1'0 DANCE is the title of a new and haml.'lom{
little book just issued by l~rank Tousey. It contains full instruG
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partie1,
how to dm~s, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
danc€s.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to lovt,
court~hip and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquettf)
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gem
(,;rally known .
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad. giving the
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. IIOW 'TO BECOiYI:E BEAUTIFUL.-One' of thll
,•l!
HOUSEKEE .. ING.
brightest
and most valuable little books Pver given to the world.
.'II
No. 16. HOW 1'0 KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male an4J
full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. 'l'he sPrret is simple, and almost costless. Read this boo~!~
, ~r country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
6owers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub'ished.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated anl
• on cooking evet· published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of tb
6sl!. game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, e.tc.
pastry. and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POCLTRY PIGEONS ANi
o::ooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illu••
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hln
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bird•
brackets, ~ements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringtc·•
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW 'I'O STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-.;,
. . it nOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountin•
,.
ou · the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric 'l'oys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com
Ptr. By George Trebel, A. l\I., M . D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping
l uot rations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO ~JAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigh·.•
taining. full <lirections for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most comJ:!Iete book of the kind evil··
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
·
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
arge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No.' 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and II!
"ogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also es
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and d
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi•
E NTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECO:\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book fo·.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading.
this book of ins r uctions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 19.-FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STATES DIS'l'ANC.El
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
~r. u ,1 ,.,.,.!!••
· · ,., nt of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving tht"
official distances on all the railroads of the United States an~ ·
t> •
,sill'J. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
, •Jio Ia(•
1 I K TERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, bac '
- _ valuablE' little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., makin~
P •. sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of thP most comp!Pte and handy books published
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won
or l "'' · or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical information in thf.
money than any hook pubfished.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\'IES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to ever
book. containillg the rules and r~gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com
plaints.
backgammon. croQnE't. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLT.,ECT ST~MPS AND COINS.-Con·
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\IS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arrangint<
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
!lind witty sayings.
No. 58. IIOW '.rO BE A DE'I'ECTIVE.-By Old King Brady
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, ~iving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners. and also relates some adventure~
Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-ContaiD·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hundred inter esting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it •
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other.
omplete book. F ully ill ustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITAR ·,
No. 13. HOW 'I'O DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
Is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittanco~.
course of Study, Examinations. Duties, Staff of Officers, Po••
811 about. There's happiness in it.
No. 3.:~. HOW '1'0 HEHA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard. Police Regnlations, Fire Department, and all a boy shou I
of good society and the easiest and most approved methodseof ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, autb ~·
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Berome a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete ~~ '
• in t "'<1raw1ngstructions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Nav~'
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descriptio; •
DECLAMATI O N.
o. 27. HOW TO RECI TE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings. historical sketch. and everything a br•.
-Containing the most popular sele,..tions in use, comprising Dutch should know to berome an officer in the United States Navy Coo..
dialed. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writt<'n by Lu Senarens, author of "How t o Becoma. ~
West Point Military Cadet."
itb many standard readi ngs.
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Each Number
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a Handsomely Illuminated Cove.

..-A 32-PACE BOOK FOR 5 CENTS.
All our readers know Frank Reade, Jr., the greatest inventor of the age, and his two :fun-loving chums, Barney
and Pomp. The stories published in this rnagazi"ne 'contain a true account of the wonderful and exciting
adventures of the famous inventor, with his marvellous flying machines, electrical overland engines, ard his rxtraordinary submarine boats. Each· number is a rare treat. Tell your newsdealer to gel you a copy.
1 Frank Reade, Jr's Wb,ite Cruiser of the Clouds; or, The Search for
the Dog-Faced Men.
2 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Submarine Boat, the "Explorer"; or, 'l'o the
North PQie Under the Ice.
3 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Van; or, Hunting Wild Animals In the
Jungles ot India.
4 l?rank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Air Canoe; or, The Search tor the
VaOey ot Diamonds.
5 Frank Reade, Jr.'s '"Sea Serpent" ; or, The Search for Sunken
Gold.
6 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Terror, the "Thunderer" ; or, 'l'he
Search for the Tartar's Captive.
7 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Air Wonder, the '"Kite" ; or, A Six Weeks'
Flight Over the Andes.
8 Frank Reade, J r.'s Deep Sea Diver, the "Tortoi1e" ; or, The Search
for a Sunken Island.
9 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Invention, the "'Warrior"; or, Fighting
Apaches In Arizona.
10 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Air Boat; or, Hunting Wild
Beasts for a Circus.
11 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Torpedo Boat; or, At War With the
Brazilian Rebels.
12 !''ighting the Slave Hunters; or, Frank Reade, Jr., In Central
Africa.
13 From Zone to Zone; or, The Wonderful Trip of Frank Reade, Jr.,
with His Latest Air Ship.
14 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Cruiser of the Lakes; or, A
Journey Through Africa by Water.

1

j

15 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Turret; or, J,, st in the Land,
of Fire.
16 !!'rank Reade, Jr., and His Engine of the ClouJs; l/l', L'hased
Around the World In the Sky.
17 In the Great Whirlpool; or, Frank Reade, J r.'s Str~nge .'t_,dventur<s
In a Submarine Boat.
...__
18 Chased Across the Sahara; or, F'rank Reade, J•·., Arter a B•·uouin's
Captive.
·
19 Six Weeks in the Clouds; or, F1·ank Reade, Jr.'s Air-Shir thoJ
'''l'hunderbolt.''
20 Around the World Under Water; or, '!.'he Wonderful CruiRe of a
Submarine Boat.
21 '!.'he Mystic Brand ; or, Frank Reade, Jr., and Ills Overland Ri age.
22 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Air Racer; or, Arounl the Glnb<! in
Thirty Days.
j
23 The Sunken Pirate; or, Frank Reade, Jr. , in Searc of a Tr~a•ur~
at the Bottom of the Sea.
24 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Magnetic Gun Carriage; or, ~orking f<'r th~
U. S. Mail.
25 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Ice Ship; o Driven A!lri!l
In the Frozen Sky.
Sunken
26 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Sea Engine; Q'r-·j"'Ooi..Lij.ll~.._..~
Diamond Mine.
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.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ............ . .............. . ............... . . . ..... .. .. . . . . ..... .
"
" WILD W'EST vVEEKLY, Nos . . ... .. .. . .... .. . . .. ... .... .... .............. . ............. .
"
" FRANK READE WREKT;Y, Nos .. ..
:~~.
"
" PLUCI<: A JD LUCK. Nos ..
"
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos . ..... . .. ... ... .. ..................... .. ..... : ... . . . . . .... . ... , . .
"
" 'l'HE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76. Nos ... ... ... . .. . ... .. ...... .. . .. ...... .. . . ... ... ... . .. . .. .
''
'' Ten-Cent Hand BookR. N a . . . . .. . . . ... . ..... .. ... . ... .. ......... .. ............... . . .... ..
X f!lnf' .. . ... .. .. . ..... . ..... . ... Street an~i N c. . . ...... . .... . . . ... 'J'm,·n ........ . . State. . . . . . . . . .... . •••
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